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ABSTRACT

In this exploratory study, changes in the structure of the
Australian labour market during the 1970s are examined, with the
aim to ascertain the effects these changes might have on the wellbeing of the workforce. Six issues have been selected for initial
analysis: unemployment of youth; shift from full-time to parttime work; employment of women; early withdrawal from the workforce;
low incomes in relation to the cost of living and taxation system;
and the position of labour in a capital-intensive economy.
From the perusal of official statistics and research papers, a
conclusion is drawn that some of the concepts and methods used in
labour market studies need re-appraisal; and new approaches to
research may be necessary, so that the effects of a capital-intensive
economy on the labour market can be identified and the implications for
social policy can receive appropriate consideration.
Although necessarily tentative in its conclusions, the analysis
suggests a deteriorating capacity of the low-income earners to
achieve a social wage;i.e., a wage sufficient to meet the cost of
goods and services which are essential for an acceptable minimum
level of social functioning in contemporary society. This indicates
a potential exclusion of some occupational groups from the mainstream
of social life, posing a danger of a polarized society. Thus the
inference is made that increases in public expenditure on income
maintenance provisions may be a necessary cost society will have
to incur in order to sustain a "free capital-intensive economy.
ll
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an attempt to examine some of the changes which have occurred
in the structure of the workforce in Australia during the 1970s. The study
has the form of exploratory analysis of data extracted from official labour
market statistics~and its aims are to consider three broad issues: the
significance changes in the labour market may have for Australian society~
and particularly for the people who constitute the workforce~ actual or
potential; the implications of those changes for social policy; and the
appropriate research methods of identifying social and social welfare issues
in economic activities.
Economic and social spheres of any society are integrally related. Hence~
changes in the structure of a country's workforce indicate changes in the
economy~ and economic change~ in turn~ implies social change.
The underlying assumption in this paper~ therefore~ is that apart from the significance
the changes in the Australian workforce might hold for this country's economy
there are also significant social issues embedded in them; issues which pose
questions for the current and future well-being of the people in Australia.
Furthermore~ the well-being of the people is not determined solely by the
extent of a country's wealth but also by the way that wealth is distributed
among that country's population; in terms of incomes~ capital goods~ and
services~ all of which are necessary for the people to achieve and maintain
an adequate level of social functioning. As such distribution does not
occur through the operation of market forces alone but also through the
decisions of governments~ economic and social issues~ therefore~ are also
issues of social policy.
For social research~ the task of identifying social issues and issues of
social policy in economic activities presents certain methodological
problems. A question is thus raised in this paper on the appropriateness
of certain research methods which are currently used in this field of social
inquiry~ and suggestions are made how research methods can be improved.
The changes in the Australian labour market during the last decade have
been~ and continue to be~ the subject of extensive analyses and also of
political debate 1. There is a general acknowledgement that these changes
have been different from those experienced in the 1950s and 1960s. Indeed~
Gregory and Duncan in a recent paper express an opinion that the changes
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"have been far greater over the last decade than in any other period since
the Great Depression ,,2 . This in itself, the authors state, presents a problem
for the analyst, as first, there is an inevitable lag between the analysis
and the events; and second, "discussion of the labour market that has taken
place has tended to be dominated by attitudes that served well in earlier
times. As the events unfold and the facts become available, much of the past
analysis of the labour market can be seen as inadequate for the interpretation
of recent events" 3 .
Central to the analysis and debate is the issue of employment-unemployment.
The views and interpretations advanced on this issue from various quarters
differ widely, but there is, or appears to be, a broad agreement on the
following points:
(1)

Unemployment rates are too high,
especially among young people; and

(2)

The high rates of unemployment are
likely to continue for some years
to come.

Among the many and varied proffered causes and explanations of the high rates
of unemployment are : changes in technology, international recession, unduly
high wages (the so-called wages 0verhang'?, government policy, and a host of
others. Also, there is still an opinion in some quarters which avers a
single-cause explanation, viz., that the main cause of unemployment,
especially among young people, is those people1s unwillingness to work, as
there is work available for everyone who wants it. While this attitude may
no longer be as prevalent now as it was one or two years ago, it nevertheless
still exists and is sometimes expressed in surprising quarters. The "dole
bludger syndrome may not have much support in empirical evidence but its
emotive value cannot be underestimated.
1I

ll

Leaving the mono-causal explanations aside, the other approaches to the
explanations of persistent unemployment fall into two broad categories:
(1)

The Economists' Approach: identifying
changes in the labour market through
statistical analysis; and relating
statistics on workforce participation
to their significance for the economy,
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inflation, investment and
productivity;
(2)

The Social Concern Approach:
emphasising human hardships
arising out of unemployment;
and the resulting poverty and
psychological impact on the
unemployed, their families and
the whole society.

With some exceptions, and some inevitable overlap between the two approaches,
the first approach leads to suggestions for remedies based on "scientific"
analysis, i.e., formulated on the assumptions of a particular economic
theory; the second approach advocates remedies on "moral" grounds, appealing
for greater equality in the distribution of income in the name of social
justice. The former approach sometimes suggests, not always overtly, that
for the sake of the well-being of the majority some people may have to
suffer; the latter approach argues for the "suffering" to be spread more
equitably across the whole community. Thus, while there is an overt agreement that the high rates of unemployment are "bad", it is in the explanations
and suggestions for remedies that profound differences persist.
It is of interest - and it should be also a matter of concern - that in the
public debate as well as in some research on the changes in the labour market
during the 1970s the issues have been reduced to one single issue of employment - unemployment, or rather to the number of jobs created or lost. As a
result,. even a small change in these numbers tends to be interpreted either
as a sign of economic recovery or a sign of deepening recession, and
correspondingly, the merits or demerits of government policy are argued in
relation to these indicators.
No doubt, the rise and persistence of unemployment is a very important issue
(and perhaps the main problem) which has arisen in the labour market during
the 1970s, but it is not the only one. Other changes in the labour market
have also become apparent, and their significance for the well-being of the
workforce as well as for the population as a whole is yet to be considered.
Six such issues have been selected for examination in this paper; they are:
(l)

Unemployment of young people;
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Shift from full-time to part-time employment;
Employment of women;
Withdrawal of older workers from the workforce;
Low-income earners, the Consumer Price Index, and the
taxation system;
Position of labour in a capital intensive economy.

As this is only an exploratory analysis, these issues are not studied here to
any great depth; they are examined briefly for the purpose of identifying some
of their aspects and implications which do not seem to have received much
attention in research or in public debate. The aim of the paper, therefore,
is to raise questions for future research by adding a "social dimension" to
the issues which in the current climate tend to be perceived as predominantly
economic.
All of these issues have been identified and commented upon by economic
ana1ysts;4 but except for (1) unemployment of young people, and (3) employment
of women, the attention given to the others has been rather minimal. Furthermore, it is the contention of this paper that most explanations offered to
date on the changes in the labour market have been rather narrow, and for
this reason the social significance of these changes has been given insufficient attention. To be sure, the inadequacy of explanations as well as of
the methods of inquiry is sometimes acknowledged but little change in the
approaches to research in the labour market seems to take place; e.g.,
(1)

Most explanations focus on the movement of
labour, wage rates, and worker's behaviour,
b~t little systematic work appears to have
been done towards formulating a theory of
modern capital formation and on the effect
of capital on such things as inflation,
labour market, changes in production
technology, or accumulation and distribution
of income and wealth;

(2)

There have been numerous studies of the
unemployed, but little systematic study
of the decision-making processes which
affect employment: e.g. employers' decisions
to engage part-time labour, governments'
incentives or disincentives, decisions to
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employ women rather than men, etc.
Thus the focus of studies has been
mainly on the supply of labour, rather
than on the demand for labour or on
the reasons for changes in the demand.
(3)

By and large, research has been II strong
on statistics but weak on explanations ll ;
that is, conclusions have often been
arrived at on the basis of statistical
surveys as if the statistics were selfevident.

The importance of statistics in social research has to be acknowledged, but
statistics (lIfigures ll ) never II spea k for themselves ll • This may be seen in
the fact that each time the official statistics on unemployment or on the
cost of living are released there is seldom agreement among the analysts and
mass media commentators (let alone the politicians) on what these statistics
indicate. Essential to the interpretation of statistics is the knowledge of
the processes through which statistics are collected, i.e., the methods
through which certain social conditions are translated into numbers and
categories. In the current official statistics, for example, II part-time
employment ll includes regular part-time work (e.g. 20 hours per week) and
casual work which may vary from, say, 2 hours to 30 hours per week. Hence
the meaning of statistics which purport to show the number of people in
employment is difficult to assess.
Furthermore, statistical surveys, more than other forms of social inquiry,
lead to a truncated view of society because they tend to be carried out
among the II captive audience ll ; in this case, on the unemployed, women, and
other people affected by the conditions of the labour market from whom information is relatively easy to obtain. Surveys are difficult to carry out
among the people who IIma ke the events ll , e.g. the managers of business enterprises. Thus, in attempting to find out why women enter part-time employment,
questions are usually asked of women rather than of employers.
Yet, it
is reasonable to assume that the increase in part~ime employment of women
has occurred not only because women had good reasons to seek such jobs but
also because the employers had shown preference for this kind of workforce
and for reasons which they saw to be advantageous to their business.
Indeed, in the few cases where questions on thi s subject were systematically
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asked of the employers, the results showed an indication of employers'
preference for employing married women in part-time work rather than young
women or men. 5 Thus, an inquiry directed to one group of people rather than
to another often leads to different conclusions about a given issue.
The concepts used in the analysis of the labour market also need critical
examination. For example, there is a concept of "segmented labour market"
which is used in the discussion about the growth of female occupations. What
is not known is the processes through which an occupation becomes a "female"
occupation. The questions that need to be asked with regard to the segmented
labour market would have to be: Who decides, and why, that an occupation
becomes a female occupation? Who designs the machine - and then the job - so
that the job becomes a female job?
It may be concluded from these few examples that in order to arrive at satisfactory explanations of the recent changes in the labour market there is a
need to study these changes as an interaction process in which various groups employees, employers, governments - play their respective roles. However,
because some of these groups have greater power to initiate action than others,
there is a need to lessen the focus of the inquiry on the people who are at
the receiving end of decisions, and turn the focus more on the people and
organisations where the decisions are made. It has to be assumed that the
decision makers act in a rational way towards achieving certain objectives,
and for this reason more systematic studies of their decisions should lead
to better explanations than those which, so far, have been formulated on
changes in the labour market.
A study of events at the time these events unfold presents considerable
problems for the researcher. It is difficult to decide, for example, whether
certain indicators are relevant to the issue in question or whether certain
correlations are causal or spurious. However, the changes in the labour
market during the 1970s have shown certain definite trends; and a crucial
question, therefore, is to consider whether these changes can be regarded
as short-term aberrations, or whether they indicate a trend towards a significant and long-term change in Australian society. This is the main question
to which this paper is addressed.
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2.

CHANGES IN THE WORKFORCE IN 1970s: AN OVERVIEW

This chapter provides a broad overview of the changes in the workforce
during the 1970s. The information for the overview has been extracted from
various publications of the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) and, as
far as this was possible, comparisons have been made between the same months
of 1970 and 1980. Where this was not possible, the latest available information from 1980 or, in some cases, 1979 was used. It needs to be noted,
however, that the ABS collects data throughout the year, and the times of
collecting any two sets of comparative data do not always coincide. Also,
over the years certain differences arise between benchmark and current data
which, together with sampling errors, add to the difficulty of making exact
comparisons.
Statistics within the chapter have been presented in their basic, aggregated
form, and in most cases decimal points have been rounded up to the nearest
whole digit. More detailed statistics have been included in the Appendix.
Table 1 provides a summary of data for 1970 and 1980. It can be ascertained
from it that during the 1970s both the Australian population and the workforce increased in absolute terms. The population increased from 12.5 million
in 1970 to over 14.6 million in 1980, an increase of 16.5 percent. Over the
same period the workforce also increased by 16.4 percent, from 5.4 million
to 6.3 million. The labour market did not absorb this increase in the
workforce, resulting in the growth of unemployment from 86.4 thousand, or
1.6 percent of the workforce, to 385.4 thousand, or 6.1 percent of the
workforce. Furthermore, it has been estimated that during the decade a
significant number of people had withdrawn from the workforce, creating a
pool of over 400,000 people in "hidden unemp10yment,,6.
Changes also occurred within the structure of the workforce as well as in
the structure of industry, and those changes which appear to indicate significant shifts in these structures are discussed below.
(1)

Industry
Between 1970 and 1980 employment increased in most sectors of
industry, except for manufactures and agriculture, both of
which experienced a decline in the numbers of people employed.
The decline in manufactures was particularly severe: a loss
of nearly 100 thousand jobs, or 7.5 percent of the workforce
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employed in manufactures in 1970. In agriculture and related industries
the decline was 34 thousand jobs, or 8.4 percent.

The highest increase in employment was in community services: 381
thousand jobs, or 65 percent. The second highest increase was in
finance and business services, with 104 thousand jobs, or 27.1 percent
over the workforce employed in those services in 1970.
It is of interest to note that employment in mining - the sector of
industry which attracted high capital investment - was steady at close
to 82 thousand jobs, registering a marginal increase of 0.3 percent,
and, as the proportion of all jobs, falling from 1.5 percent in 1970 to
1.3 percent in 1979. (Table 2).
(2)

Private and Public Sectors
In 1970, 75 percent of the workforce was in the private sector and 25
percent in the public sector. Over the decade the shift to the public
sector changed these proportions to 69 percent and 31 percent, respectively. The shift for men was marginal (3 percent); but it was substantial for women, from 16 percent in 1970 to 30 percent in 1979. The
overall increase in the public sector was 38.8 percent; 17.2 percent
for men and 110.7 percent for women. By contrast, increase of employment in the private sector was only 2.2 percent, consisting of 6.9
percent increase for women, and a decrease of 0.5 percent for men. (Table 3).

(3)

Occupation
On the occupational scale, there was an upward shift to professional,
technical "administrative, executive and managerial positions. The
number of jobs in this group increased both as the proportion of all
occupations and in absolute numbers, the latter registering an increase
of 381.5 thousand, or 42.4 percent over the position in 1970.
The largest decrease occurred in the number of jobs held by women in
the trades, process work and labouring: 33.2 thousand, or 12.5 percent
of the 1970 position. For men, a decrease occurred in clerical, farming
etc., and in transport and communication occupations (Table 4, and
Appendix~Table A).

(4)

Sex Ratio
A change occurred also in the sex ratio of the workforce:

from 67.6
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percent of men and 32.4 percent of women in 1970, to 63.8 and 36.2
percent respectively in 1980; a change of 3.8 percent. This change
occurred in most occupational groups, the highest being in professional, technical, and clerical occupations. A change in the opposite
direction occurred in the trades, process work, labouring; and service,
sport and recreation. The change was reflected in most sectors of
industry. (Table 5 and Appendix: Table A).
(5)

Full-time/Part-time Employment
Significant shift from full-time to part-time work occurred in all
age groups and in both sexes. The greatest increase in part-time
work took place among women in the age group 25-44 years, and
especially in the group 35-44 years. (Table 6 and Appendix: Table B).
The industrial sectors in which the greatest shift to part-time work
had occurred were retailing and services such as catering, entertainmen~ etc.
There are indications now that young people who are still
at school fill in many jobs in these industries on a casual basis 7 .

(6)

Unemployment
The increase in unemployment was registered by both sexes and in all
age groups. Those most affected were the young people in the 15-19
years age groups. Unemployment in this age group in July 1980 was
13.9 percent for men and 17.3 percent for women; as against the
average of 4.9 percent for men and 7.3 percent for women for all age
groups (Appendix: Table C).

(7)

Participation Rate
Participation in the workforce remained steady throughout the period
at 61 percent. However, the participation rate for men decreased by
5 percent, from 83 percent in 1970 to 78 percent in 1980. There was
a noticeable withdrawal from the workforce by men of 45 years and
over, and particularly by those of 55 years and over.
The entry into the workforce by women increased by 5.5 percent, from
39.6 to 45.1 percent. The highest rate increase was registered by
women in the 20-54 years group and particularly by the 35-44 years
group; the rate in the latter age group increased by 12.8 percentage
points. (Table 7 and Appendix: Table B).
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As an overview, the changes which occurred in the 1970s can be summed up as
follows:
Decline
(or steady)

Increase

Manufacture

Community Services

Agriculture

Finance and Business

Mining

Other Industries *
Entertainment, Recreation,
Transport and Storage,
Wholesale and Retail

(2) Sector

Private

Publ ic

(3) Occupation

Semi -ski 11 ed
Unskilled
Clerical

Professional, Technical
Managerial, Administrative,
Executive

(4) Sex Ratio

Men

Women

(5) Work Pattern

Full-time

Part-time - Casual

(6) Unemployinent

Age 25-44 (steady) Age 15-24 years,
45 + years

(7) Participation in Workforce

Men, esp. 55 +

Women, esp. 25-54 years

(8)

Low Wages

High Wages

(1)

Bmployment in Industry

Income

* Other industries include electricity, gas and water supply.
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TABLE 1:

CHANGES IN THE WORKFORCE, 1970-1980
A SUMMARY
( 'OOO)

ITEM

1970

1980

Change 1970-1980
N
%
Increase

Population (est.)

12,507

14,567

2,060

16.5

Population 15 + (est.)

8,817

10,228

1,411

16.0

Workforce: Total

5,396

6,280

884

16.4

Full-time

4,826

5,268

442

9.2

Part-time

569

1,012

443

77.9

Men

3,647

3,984

337

9.2

Women

1,748

2,296

548

31.4

Private Sector

3,392

3,465(' 79}

73

2.2

Public Sector

1,142

1,585('79} 443

38.8

Average hours worked per
week

38.5

36.6

-1.9

- 4.9

207,851

229,567

21,716

10.4

86

385

299

347.7

1.6

6.1

4.5

61.2

61.4

0.2

Total hours worked per
week (est.)
Unemployed
11

% of workforce

Participation Rate

Source:

Various ABS Statistics.
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TABLE 2:
EMPLOYED PERSONS BY INDUSTRY, 1970-1979
(i OOO)

CATEGORY

1970 (AUgUst)(aJ

1979 (Nov.)(b.)

Change 1970/79

N

N

N

Agriculture &Related Inds. 413
Forestry, Fishing etc.
21
Mining
82
1320
Manufacturing
457
Construction
Wholesale &Retail Trade 1087
Transport &Storage
299
Finance &Business
384
Services
587
Community Services
Entertainment, Recreation 322
424
Other Industries
5396

TOTAL
Source:

(a.)

(b.)
Note:

%

%

7.7
0.4
1.5
24.5
8.5
20.1
5.5

379
25
82
1221
485
1259
348

6.2
0.4
1.3
19.9
7.9
20.5
5.7

7.1
10.9
6.0
7.8

488
968
378
518

7.9
15.7
6.1
8.4

104
381
56
94

27.1
65.0
17.2
22.2

(100)

6151

(lOO)

755

14.0

The Ldbour Porae Aust. 19?8~ ABS 6204. O~ Table 20
Ldbour Statistias 19?9~ ABS 6101.0~ p.19

Employed Persons aomprise all those aged fifteen years and
during the survey week :
(a)
(b)
(a)

(d)

%

Increase
-34
-8.4
4
21.3
0
0.3
-99
-7.5
28
6.2
172
15.8
49
16.4

over~

who

worked for one hour or more for pay~ profit~ aorronission or
payment in kind in a job or business~ or on a farm (inaluding
employees~ employers and self-employed persons); or
worked for fifteen hours or more without pay in a family business
or on a farm (i.e. unpaid family helper); or
were employees who had a job but were not at work and were: on
paid leave; on leave without pay for less than four weeks up to
the end of the survey week; stood down without pay beaause of
bad weather or plant breakdown at their plaae of employment for
less than four weeks up to the end of the survey week; on strike
or loaked out; on workers' aompensation and expeated to be returning to their job; or reaeiving wages or salary while undertaking
fu U-time study; or
were employers or self-employed persons who had a job~ business
or farm~ but were not at work.
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TABLE 3:
EMPLOYMENT IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTORS, 1970-1979
(1000)

YEAR

Private Sector
%
N

Public Sector
N
%

Total Employment
N
%

1970:
Men
Women

2152
1240

70
84

879
263

30
16

3031
1503

67
33

TOTAL

3392

75

1142

25

4534

(lOO)

1979:
Men
Women

2141
1325

67
70

1031
555

33
30

3172
1880

63
37

TOTAL

3466

69

1586

31

5052

(100)

Men
Women

- 12
86

-0.5
6.9

152
291

17.2
110.7

140
377

4.7
25.1

TOTAL

74

2.2

443

38.8

517

11.4

Change 1970/79:

Soupae:

Civilian Employer's Aust. ABS 6214. O~ Mal'ah 1980~ pp. 2-3~ 1'1-18.

Note:

Publia Seator' includes CorrunorD.VeaZth~ State and Loaal Gover>nments

and Defence Porees.
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TABLE 4:
EMPLOYED PERSONS - OCCUPATION BY SEX

(%)
1970(a.)

CATEGORY

M

1980(b.)

M

W

W

Change

M

W

Professional, technical
and related workers

9.2

13.0

11.9

17.2

+2.7

+4.2

Administrative, executive
and managerial

8.0

2.1

8.7

2.6

+0.7

+0.5

Cl erical

9.0

32.3

7.9

32.7

-1.1

+0.4

Sales

5.9

13.5

6.6

13.5

+0.7

0

10.4

3.9

8.9

3.9

-1.5

0

7.7

2.5

6.9

2.2

-0.8

-0.3

44.9

15.2

43

10.3

-1.9

-4.9

4.4

17 .1

5.7

16.8

+1.3

-0.3

Farmers, fishermen,
timbergetters etc.,
Transport &
Communication
Tradesmen, productionprocess workers,
labourers, miners etc.
Service, sport and
recreation

Sourae: (a.) . The Labour Forae AustraZia 19?8~
(b.)

ABS 6204.0, TahZe 28

The Labour Forae AustraZia May 1980, ABS 6203. O~ TahZe 12.

TABLE 5:
OCCUPATIONS:
1970{a-.)

TOTAL
Soupae:

Note:

1980(b-~1

-- ---

M-

W

N

%

N

339

59.8

295
330
218

Change 1970/80
% points

M-

W

%

N

%

N

%

228

40.2

474

54.4

397

45.6

+5.4

88.6
36.8
48.0

38
566
236

11.4
63.2
52.0

350
316
267

85.4
29.9
46.6

60
740
306

14.6
70.1
53.4

+3.2
+6.9
+1.4

381
283

84.6
86.5

69
44

15.3
13.5

356
277

80.0
84.7

89
50

20.0
15.3

+4.7
+1.8

1640

86.0

267

14.0

1713

88.0

233

12.0

-2.0

162

35.1

300

64.9

228

37.4

381

62.6

-2.3

67.6 1748

32.4

3981

63.8 2257

36.2

+3.8

CATEGORY

Professional, Technical
and related workers
Administrative, Executive &
Managerial
Clerical
Sales
Farmers, Fishermen,
Timbergetters etc.,
Transport &Communication
Tradesmen, Process Workers,
Labourers, Miners etc.,
Service, Sport &Recreation
etc. ,

MEN/WOMEN RATIO

3648
(a. )

The Laboup Porae Australia

(b. )

The Laboup Porae

M~ 1980~

6204.0~

19'18~

ABS

ABS

6203.0~

W

pp. 61/62.

p.1'1.

The two separate aategories of "miners" and "tradesmen eta." in the 1980 tabZe have been aombined tornatah
19'10 figupes.

.....
U1
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TABLE 6:
EMPLOYED PERSONS: FULL TIME AND PART-TIME
WORK. 1970-1980.
(IOOO)

Full Time

Part-time

M

W

P

M

1970a

3533

1293

4826

114

% of Total (l)

96.9

74.0

1980b

3784

% of Total (l)

Change 1970/80
N
%(2)

Sourae:

Note:

W

Total FT + PT
P

M

W

P

455

569

3647

1748

5395

89.5

3.1 26.0

10.5

67.6

32.4

(lOO)

1484

5268

200

812

1012

3984

2296

6280

95.0

65.7

83.9

5.0 35.3

16.1

63.4

36.6

(lOO)

251
7.1

191
14.8

442
9.2

86 357
75.4 78.5

443
77.9

337
9.2

548
31.4

885
16.4

AustraZid.~ 1978~

a.

The Labour Foree

b.

The Labour Forae AustmZia July

ABS

1980~

(1)

Shown horizontally for eaah group

(2)

Shown vertiaa7.,7.,y for eaah group

6204.0~

Tables 12/13

ABS 6203. O~ Table 11.

'.
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TABLE 7:
LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES - BY AGE
(Per Cent)
1970{a.)

CATEGORY
M

W

1980{b.)

P

M

W

P

Change 1970/80
M

W

P

15-19

61.2

57.,0 59.1

63.8

59.9

61.9

+2.6

+2.9

+2.8

20-24

92.3

62.5 77 .3

91.1

71.4

81.3

-1.2

+8.9

+4.0

25-34

97.6

42.6 70.6

95.8

53.2

74.5

-1.8 +10.6

+3.9

35-44

97.9

45.6 72.4

95.8

58.4

77.5

-2.1 +12.8

+5.1

45-54

95.9

42.0 69.1

91.5

48.5

70.5

-4.4 +6.5

+1.4

55-59

91.2

29.1 60.2

82.4

28.9

55.6

-8.8 -0.2

-4.6

60-64

77.4

16.3 46.5

51.7

15.0

32.7

-25.7 -1.3

-13.8

65+

22.1

3.7 11.6

11.3

3.2

6.6

-10.8 -0.5

-5.0

LABOUR FORCE
PARTICIPATION
RATE{c.)
83.1

39.6 61.2

78.2

45.1

61.4

-4.9 +5.5

+0.2

Souroe:

(a.)

The Labour Foroe AustraZia 1978~ ABS 6204.0~ TabZe 10.

(b.)

The ,Labour Forae AustraZia JuZy 1980~ ABS 620S.0~ TabZe 9.

(a.)

1970 figures op.cit. ABS 6204.0~ TabZe 8
1980 figures op.ait. ABS 6203.0~ TabZe 9.
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3.

UNEMPLOYMENT OF YOUTH

Contrary to some beliefs currently held that chronic unemployment of youth
is a recent phenomenon, the problem began to emerge well before the 1970s.
Moreover, it began to appear throughout the developed countries of the West;
in some of them, notably in the United States and Canada, as early as the
1950s 8 .
Higher than average rates of unemployment were also noted in Australia, in
the 1960s. For example, in a publication issued by the then Department of
Labour and National Service in 1970 9 it was noted :
"In July 1969 - at a time when the rote of
unemployment was undoubtedly neap the uppep
limit of the stable fuZZ employment zone - •.•
(a)
(b)
(a)

The inaidenae of unemployment was mope
sevepe among young people (espeaially
wcmen) undep 21;
young 1J)Omen tended to pemain unemployed
fop pelatively long pePiods ••. (and)
the limited pange of employment oppoPtunities in non-metpopolitan aPeas was
an impoptant faatop delaying plaaement"
espeaiaZZy of women"10.

The rate of unemployment at the time (1969) was 0.7 percent for adult males
and 0.9 percent for adult females, but the rates for junior males and junior
females (under 21 years) was 1.7 and 2.3 percent, respectively, approximately
2.5 times greater than for adult persons 11 .
It was also noted in the same publication that 46.5 percent of the unemployment
at the time was due to structural causes, either occupational (skills not
corresponding to vacancies) or geographical (employment opportunities unavailable in certain areas).
If the emerging problem did not attract much attention, this was due mainly to
the overall low numbers of the unemployed. In the 1970s both the rates and
the overall numbers increased considerably, causing much concern in many quarters and leading to a wide range of explanations; some "scientific", and others
based on traditional conventional wisdom. Among the reasons advanced as
explanations, the following have been prominent:
(1)

Demographic reasons:

supply of young people
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has exceeded demand for young labour, due to
the increase in the birth rate during the
early post-war period;
(2)

Economic reasons: a world-wide recession,
leading to higher unemployment rates for all
ages;

(3)

Technological reasons: structural unemployment
caused by changes in production technology;

(4)

Educational reasons: inadequate, or inappropriate
preparation of young people for their future place
in the workforce;

(5)

Attitudina1 (or moral) reasons: unwillingness of
young people to work, and/or unwillingness to stay
in the job for long periods.

Whatever the merit of each of the advanced reasons might be, it needs to be
noted that the last-mentioned (attitudina1) has enjoyed, and still does, a
strong currency: it is the most easily advanced, and it is often presented
as self-evident, not requiring analytical proof. That this is so can be seen
in the existing methods used in the payments of unemployment benefits, such
as the requirement of evidence of "active1y seeking work", requests for regular reporting to the unemployment office, and the application of the "work
test". It has even led to the belief that the unemployment benefits - $36 per
week for the 15 to 17 year old - might be instrumental in young people leaving
school early, and to attempts at testing that belief by research l2 .
The attitudina1 reasons have also been used as explanations of employers'
preferences for employing women, especially married women, rather than young
people. This, in turn, has led to the belief, in some quarters at least, that
women were taking jobs away from young people, and to corresponding suggestions
for simple solutions to the problem.
Indications of employers' preferences for employing married women rather than
young people for certain kinds of work have been found in a survey research
project carried out in 1978 in the areas of Sydney, Wo110ngong and Bathurst/
Orange. Employers interviewed in that survey regarded adult older women to
be by far the most satisfactory workers, and junior employees came at the
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bottom of the list of their preferences 13 .
The New South Wales Survey was conducted with a sample of only 193 employers
but there is some evidence that similar attitudes are,igT~bY employers, not
only in Australia but also in other countries. For example, examining the
employment scene in England, Casson says :
"Demand (for young workers) has faUen" beaause the
inareasing labour forae partiaipation of housewives has established an alternative sourae of low'lJJa{Je labour. From the employer's point of view this
sourae has a number of attraations: workers tend to
be more mature" and" therefore" present fewer disaiplinary
problems" many have had previous work experienae (prior to
raising a family) and they are believed by most employers
to be better eduaated {i.e." more literate and numerate)14."

However, Casson points out that while the displacement of young people by
adult (usually married) women might have occurred in some industries, the
evidence of this is very tentative. The displacement of men by women has
occurred in other areas, such as banking and insurance, and in those areas
the displaced workers were adult men. He concludes that evidence from recent
research findings suggests that the high unemployment rates of young people
umay be owing to a worsening opinion of young people among employers u15 . He
quotes from a survey carried out by the U.K. Manpower Services Commission 16 :
"On average" employers believe that the aalibre

of young appliaants is dealining" and most of
those who think it is improving attribute this
to the inareasing supply of young people" whiah
aUows them to "aream off" more easily. Given
a ahoiae between rearuiting young people and
alternatives suah as upgrading existing employees"
rea~iting from other firms and hiring housewives
returning to work" most employers indiaate a alear
preferenae for one of the alternatives. This
suggests that in the long term the inareasing
labour forae partiaipation of housewives poses a
serious threat to the employment prospeats of less
weU-qualified young people"17.

It would be difficult to easily dismiss the notion that there is no causal
relationship between women's entering the workforce and the higher unemployment
levels among young people. However, if there is a link, this may be only one
cause among many others. For example, in a study of young people who frequently
changed jobs, carried out in Sheffield, U.K., Baxter found that young people
were particularly prone to dismissal for disciplinary reasons, such as bad
time-keeping and absenteeism, which suggested the difficulties young people
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had in adjusting to the discipline of working life. At the same time,
Baxter noted, a high proportion of young people who changed jobs frequently
had worked in distribution services where dismissals for disciplinary
reasons were particularly common 18 •
In his review of studies of youth unemployment in Great Britain, Casson has
identified other factors which he sees to be relevant to the situation.
Among these he lists: entry of young workers into "b1ind a11 ey" occupations
in which career prospects are poor; little interest taken by employers in the
welfare of young unskilled people; poor personnel policies, with readiness to
dismiss young workers as long as there is a ready supply of new recruits from
the next generation of school 1eavers; and little interest taken by trade
unions in young unskilled workers. Moreover, Casson observes, evidence from
earlier studies suggests that these issues have been "constant" throughout
this century, becoming prominent during economic recessions 19 •
The shortcoming of the attitudina1 explanations of youth unemployment lies
in their one-sidedness. To overcome this, the search for explanations of
persistent youth unemployment must include studies of the work organisation,
structure of authority in the work place, and attitudes and expectations on
both sides: those of the young people but also those of the employers. For,
if there is a reluctance among employers to hiring young people on the grounds
of young people's "wrong attitude to work", this suggests a growing divergence
of views and values between those which are part of the public ethos and those
which constitute the ethos of the business enterprise. Failure to do this
changes the discussion on a very important social issue into a film script in
which the "goodies" and the "baddies" remain consistently on their respective
sides.
The one-sided view of the problem also leads to a search for remedies in
different quarters, such as education. Thus, in a recent letter to a newspaper, the writer says :
" ••• sU1'el,y the time has aome for' al,l, dedicated
teacher's to instil, into their' pupil,s that it
is not their' r'ight to have exaatl,y the job in
Hfe they nrJ.y lJJish. How fOr'tunate if they can,
but othe!'Wise the!'e must be aompr'omise".20

It may well be that some answers to the problem may be found in the reappraisal of the education system. There is, and has been for some time
evidence which suggests the need for such re-assessment. The retention rates
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in high schools are very low - less than 30 per cent in government schools 21 and the participation in full-time education for the group 15-24 years is one
of the lowest in the OEeD countries.
Whether improving retention rates in secondary education and raising participation in post-secondary education will provide any solution to the problem
is open to question. Better education leads to expectations of better jobs in
which the knowledge gained through education can be utilized. Do such jobs
exist in Australia?
As early as 1962, it was estimated that in the United States 29 percent of the
Gross National Product was derived from the "knowledge industry", and that
sector of production was growing twice as fast as any other sector 22 . If this
estimate is valid, then one can see good reasons for the high participation in
tertiary education in that country as the demand for high level knowledge and
skills must be large.
In Australia, the "knowledge industry" is notoriously underdeveloped, as most
technology in use is imported technology and the trend towards imported technology is increasing. As a result, there seems to be a growing polarization
in the workforce between high investment in the top and middle-level management jobs, and a corresponding de-skilling of jobs at lower levels. Indications
from recent research are that the disappearance of skilled jobs for young
people, both males and females, has been much greater than that of unskilled
jobs 23 . If such a situation continues, any success in increasing retention
rates in secondary education and increasing participation in post-secondary
education, without at the same time carrying out a re-appraisal of the
structure of business and industry, is likely to exacerbate, not improve,
the problem of youth unemployment.
How important a role the structure of business and industry plays in the
determination of youth employment and unemployment is evident from recent
studies. On the one hand, the unemployment rate in the 15-19 year group
continues to be high: Gregory and Stricker have calculated that in August,
1980 lIunemployed teenagers represent 18 percent of the teenage labour force
and on average they had been unemployed for approximately 27 weeks ll24 • On
the other hand, an estimated 100 thousand young people in that age group were
in casual, part-time employment while being in full-time education; and more
15 year olds were employed while at school than those who were out of school.
The authors observe that,
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''increasingly a new type of job is being
oreated - a job of very short hours~
outside school time~ and especially
designed for those at school .•• at
August 1978~ 71 peroent of those employed
and at sohool were employed in the whoZesaZe
and retail trade••. This e:x:planation stresses
exogeneous technology changes in tastes~
retailing teohnology~ and an attempt on the
part of employers to use the oheapest possible
labour source. 25 "

This observation is supported by a study carried out in South Australia in
August 1978 by the Youth Bureau of the Department of Industrial Affairs and
Employment, which shows that in that State 29.4 percent of school children
between 15 and 19 years participated in the workforce at that time. The
average hours worked by these students was 10.3 hours per week, although
some students worked far in excess of this figure 26 .
What does this suggest? First, if young people are evidently willing to
work while pursuing their full-time studies, the validity of attitudinal
explanations of youth unemployment can be seriously doubted. Second, casual
part-time jobs do not call for much knowledge and skill; neither do they
offer any longer-term career prospects. Hence, there is little that can be
done in schools to facilitate the transition from school to work for young
people, unless one accepts the function of the schools to be teaching
students to lower rather than develop their ambitions and aspirations.
The solution to the problem must be sought in a wider perspective. Pankhurst
comments that the transition from school to working life presents difficulties
for mo~t young people but it is only one aspect of the transition from childhood to adult life. Therefore, he says, if policies on youth employment are
to be effective, IIthey have to be related to a view of the problem which is
broader and placed in a wider context than it is in analyses that are confined to the unemployment of young people ll27 •
As has been mentioned earlier in this paper, the prevalent approaches to the
study of youth unemployment have focussed on the young people themselves,
that is, on the supply side of the labour market, and most explanations of
the problem have been arrived at from such analyses. However, if the propositions advanced above are accepted, then the task for research would be to
give more attention to the study of the demand side of the labour market;
not with the aim of finding how the young people can be made to fit into
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that market but rather how the market can be restructured so as to become
capable of better utilizing young people's talents and abilities and thus
developing their potentialities.
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4.

SHIFT FROM FULL-TIME TO PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

Apart from the increase in unemployment, one of the outstanding features of
the changes in the structure of the workforce during the 1970s was a change
in the ratio between full-time and part-time employment. As can be seen
from Table 6, the totalworkforce between 1970 and 1980 grew by 885 thousand,
or 16.4 percent, which was the same percentage increase as the increase in
population. However, full-time employment grew from 4,826 thousand to 5,268
thousand, an increase of 442 thousand, or 9.2 percent; while in the same
period part-time employment grew from 569 thousand to 1,012 thousand, an
increase of 443 thousand, or 77.9 percent. Thus, only one-half of the new
jobs in the 1970s were full-time jobs.
Table B in the Appendix shows where the shifts to part-time work occurred
in relation to sex and age groups. Because of the great amount of detail
incorporated in it, the Table needs careful study, but the significant
features are the following:
(1)

The only age group which registered a higher increase
in full-time employment than the average increase in
the workforce (16.4 percent) were men and women of
25-34 years, and women of 35-44 years. All other age
groups registered either a below average increase in
full-time employment or a decrease.

(2)

A high proportion of the increase in part-time jobs
was taken by women; from 191 thousand in 1970 to 357
thousand in 1980. Part-time jobs held by men increased
from 114 thousand to 200 thousand; an increase of 86
thousand. However, in relation to part-time jobs held
by both men and women in 1970, the percentage increase
over the period was approximately the same: 75.4 percent
for men, and 78.5 percent for women.

(3)

Although the increase in part-time employment was
registered by all age groups (except by men over 65
years), higher than average increase occurred in younger
age groups (15-34 years) of both sexes, and a higher
than average increase occurred also for men in the age
groups 35-44 years.
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These statistics indicate that, although women accounted for a high proportion
of the increase in part-time work, the shift from full-time to part-time
employment took place throughout the entire workforce and affected particularly
the younger rather than the older workforce. As part-time employment in
official statistics also includes casual employment which may be only a few
hours a week, the earned incomes of younger people must have declined in
relation to older people.
The shift to part-time work also means that employment statistics presented
only in terms of the number of people employed do not give a true indication
of the changes in the labour market; the number of hours worked must be considered as wel1 28 . When such consideration is added to the analysis, the
changes in the workforce during the 1970s acquire a new significance. As can
be ascertained from Table 8, there was a reduction in the average (mean) hours
worked per week between 1970 and 1980 in both full-time and part-time work.
This reduction alone would have resulted in a proportionately smaller increase
in the total hours worked than the increase in the workforce. However, the
shift to part-time work added to that difference, resulting in a 16.4 percent
increase in the workforce but only 10.4 percent increase in the estimated
hours worked per week. Had the ratio of 1970 between full-time and part-time
work been maintained during the 1970s, the increase of 16.4 percent in the
workforce would have produced a 14.7 percent increase in the total hours worked
per week. The hypothetical loss in hours worked per week due to the shift
towards part-time employment was, therefore, 8860 thousand hours, or 3.9 percent
of the numbers of hours actually worked per week in 1980.
What might be the reasons for this substantial shift to part-time work? No
doubt, some explanations can be found on the supply side of the labour market;
that is, some people might prefer to take part-time rather than full-time
employment. However, people would not be able to obtain part-time work if
opportunities for part-time work did not exist. The explanations on the supply
side of the labour market would be more plausible at times of labour scarcity,
but this was not the case in the 1970s. On the contrary, there is evidence
that many people who are in part-time employment have indicated that they
would prefer full-time work if such work were available 29 .
Explanations need to be sought, therefore, on the demand side of the labour
market, as it is on that side that rational decisions are made with regard to
changes which would improve cost efficiency. It is to be expected that, in
the private sector at least, attempts will continuously be made to increase
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cost efficiency so as to improve competitiveness and reduce waste. On the
side of capital investment this is likely to mean the willingness to introduce modern techno10gYt invest in new machines t improve production methods.
A1so t in times of change t there will be efforts to improve the flexibility
of production; i.e. t the capacity to raise or lower the output or to change
or diversify the product. This trend is particularly evident in the finance
market where re-structuring of capital is frequent and short-term borrowing
is prominent.
The changes in the structure of the workforce suggest that similar endeavours
have been made to achieve flexibility on the side of the labour factor of
production. It appears that a dual trend is taking place on that side of
business activity. On the one hand t it is evident from the advertisements
of vacancies in management/executive positions that employers (particularly
the large firms) attract top and higher level middle management-personnel
by offering high salaries and generous fringe benefits, sometimes including
opportunities for participating in the ownership and profits; e.g. purchase
of shares at attractive rates. The provision of such benefits as a company
car, serviced and maintained by the firm t is quite frequent.
At the lower, production-line 1eve1 t on the other hand t employers appear
to divest themselves of fixed costs and overheads by employing part-time
and casual workers. Employment of part-time labour increases flexibility
and reduces short-term and long-term costs. Casual employment especially
means, for the employer, no obligation towards the employee for sick 1eave t
annual 1eave t long service leave, or payment of penalty rates. While there
are usually provisions in the wage awards for inclusion of certain compensationi in the hourly wage-rate for those contingencies t the overall effect
improves cost efficiency. A casual employee is practically lion ca1P, being
asked to work when the employer needs 1abour t but without any guarantee of
regular income. The arrangement becomes purely contractual and the employer
holds the right to dissolve the contract at any time.
Thus modern technology and modern management methods mean not only the displacement of people by machines but also significant changes in the structure
of the workforce.
What is the significance of these changes for the workforce? Continuous t
full-time employment, especially that which offers prospects for advancement t
means a certain degree of security for the worker t and therefore t a different
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attitude not only to the work itself but also to other areas of social
activity. A person in steady employment acquires a "stake" in the job.
Furthermore, the job enables the worker to acquire a stake in society: buying
a house, acquiring other forms of saving, raising a family.
Part-time workers have a lesser "hold" on the job; they have no career to
follow, no prospects of advancement, and no accrued benefits. This perhaps
is less important where part-time work is taken as a second job in the household, but it is entirely a different matter when it is the main source of
income for the family unit, or when the first income is insufficient to maintain the family unit at an adequate level of social functioning.
For society, the apparent polarization between employment conditions
for higher level employees and low-level employees presents certain
issues concerning the distribution of costs and benefits. Bearing in mind
that benefits such as superannuation, providing a company car, etc., are "costs"
to the employer which are passed onto the public in the form of higher prices,
the community contributes in part to the benefits enjoyed by the higher-level
employees by paying higher prices for goods and services. The community also
pays, via the State, through taxation concessions attracted by superannuation
payments, i.e. by the State revenue foregone. At the other end, the community
also accepts the responsibility for retrenched personnel, and part-time or
casual workers who become sick, etc., by taxation revenue which is necessary
for the income maintenance provisions. So, at the one end or the other, the
issue comes to the public sector, although the causes arise in the private
sector, as the private sector strives to improve profitability by "shedding"
certain responsibilities and dispensable costs onto the community, via the
State.
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TABLE 8:
WEEKLY HOURS WORKED BY EMPLOYED PERSONS, 1970-1980

1970(a.)

Average hours worked per week:
full-time workers
part-time workers
all workers

1980(b.)

Change 1970-1980
N
%

41.1
16.7
38.5

40.6
15.5
36.6

-0.5
-1.2
-1.9

-1.2
-7.2
-4.9

No of persons employed (IOOO)(C,)
full-time workers
4826
part-time workers
569
all workers
5395

5268
1012
6280

442
443
885

9.2
77.9
16.4

Est. total hours worked per
week
(' 000)

207851

229567

21716

10.4

4826

5261

795

16.5

569

659

90

15.8

207851

238427

30576

14.7

If the ratio between full-time
and part-time work were
maintained at 1970 rate, the
position would be :
No. of persons employed('OOO)
full-time
part-time
Est. total hours worked per
(1000)
week

Sourae:

(a.)
(b.)
(a. )

Average (mean) weekly hours worked from The Labour Forae 1978,
ABS 6204.0, Table 18
Average (mean) weekly hours worked from The Labour Forae July
1980, ABS 6205.0, Table 15
See Tab le 6.
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5.

EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN

This issue is discussed here only briefly, as there have been many studies on
it and extensive research on the employment of women is currently in progress
in the Social Welfare Research Centre. It is a difficult issue because in
I1lJch of the public debate on it emotive and "moral" arguments overshadow
rational examination. The reality of women's employment is, therefore, often
presented in tenns of what some people think 11 it ought to be" rather than what
it is.
What, then, is the situation with respect to the employment of women? From
the official statistics which have been incorporated here in various Tables
{Tables 1-7 and Appendix: Tables A - C}, the following changes in women's
employment during the 1970s can be noted.
{I} In the overall increase in labour force participation rate of
0.2 percent, the rate for women increased from 39.6
percent in 1970 to 45.1 percent in 1980; an increase
of 5.5 points, or 13.9 percent. The increase was
registered in all age groups from 15-54 years, and
the highest increase {12.8 points} occurred in the
age group 35-44 years. The rate showed a decrease
in the higher age groups 55 and over.
In the same period, the participation rate for men
decreased from 83.1 percent to 78.2 percent; a
decrease of 4.9 points, or 6.2 percent.
{2} Unemployment rates for women also showed an increase,
from 2.3 percent to 7.3 percent. By 1980 it was
highest in the age group 15-19 years {17.3 percent},
gradually declining in higher age groups.
The unemployment rate for men increased from 1.0
percent in 1970 to 4.9 percent in 1980. Thus, the
increase in the participation rate by women does
not mean that all women who sought work were able to
find employment; 180 thousand of them in 1980 were
unemployed.
{3} Of the 1748 thousand women in the workforce in 1970,
1293 thousand, or 74 percent were in full-time employment; by 1980 the number of women in full-time employ-
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ment rose by 191 thousand to 1484 thousand,
a rise of 14.8 percent. However, in parttime employment, the numbers rose from 455
thousand to 812 thousand, an increase of
78.5 percent. Thus, the numerical increase
in part-time employment of women was nearly
twice the size of the increase in full-time
employment, that is for each woman who found
a full-time job two women accepted part-time
employment.
(4)

The rise in women's employment occurred
mainly in the public sector; 291 thousand
between 1970 and 1979, a rise of 110.7 percent.
In the private sector the increase was only 86
thousand, or 6.9 percent higher than in 1970.
The latest available information is that the
trend toward employment of women in the public
sector continued in 198030 .

(5)

On the occupational scale, the highest increases
in women's jobs were registered in professional,
technical and related occupations; in clerical
work; and in service, sport and recreation. The
largest decrease occurred in trades, process work
and unskilled work: a decrease of 33 thousand,
or 12.5 percent in comparison with 1970. (See
Appendix: Table A). This suggests that women's
employment also shows a shift towards higherlevel occupations as does the occupational structure for men.

The entry of women into the workforce was not a phenomenon of the 1970s.
As Bettina Cass has recently noted,31 women's jobs came into being on a
large scale in the 1960s because at the time there were labour shortages
in various sections of industry, and women, particularly married women,
were seen as a reserve pool of labour supply. The initiatives for
encouraging women to enter the workforce came from the Federal Government,
through such action as the establishment of a Women's Section within the
Department of Labour and National Service in 1963, and the publication of
Women in the Workforce series which aimed to show that the entry of married
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women into the workforce was not necessarily detrimental to family life.
Lower cost of women's jobs must also have been a factor, and the equal pay
principle, adopted in Australia in the early 1970s, had little effect on the
cost of women's work at the semi-skilled and unskilled level. It may be
suggested that the low cost of women's work has remained,due to a process
which has evolved as a series of steps, somewhat along the following lines
(1)

Work becomes available for women because women are
seen as a "reserve pool" of labour supply, and they
can be employed at a lower cost than men ..

(2)

New jobs are designed in such a way that little
skill and training is required to fill them;
these jobs then become "womenls jobs
ll

;

(3)

The equal pay principle has little effect on
these jobs as the "work value" of the jobs is
low, the job being in the unskilled or semiskilled category.

(4)

With the shift to part-time work (which includes
casual work), especially prominent in women's
employment, jobs remain low-paid as there is no
prospect of advancement up the occupational
hierarchy.

Hence the segmentation of the labour market into men's and women's occupations
countervails the equal pay principle at the low-skilled/unskilled level.
In the few studies on the issue which have been focussed on the demand side
of the labour market rather than on the supply side, the preference of
employers for employing women in unskilled and semi-skilled jobs is eVident32 •
Married women, especially those in part-time and casual jobs, present
particular advantages for the employers. These are
(1)

They mean cheaper labour;

(2)

They often work for a specific purpose (e.g. to
purchase certain things for the house) rather
than IIjust working"; hence the jobs are important
to them and for this reason they are more compliant
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to employers~ demandsand easier to
control;
(3)

They are less interested in joining
trade unions, as their mind is directed
to other things, e.g. home, children;

(4)

As their work represents income rather
than an occupational career, there is
no pressure on the employer to provide
for superannuation, continuity of
employment, or other overhead costs.

The issue of women's work cannot, therefore, be adequately discussed
solely, by asking: IIWhy do women want to work?1I as a significant part of
the answer lies on the demand side of the labour market. However, the
question is still asked in various quarters, and the issue lies in the
question itself; for it is rarely asked with reference to other sections of
the labour force. Indeed, the question is in contrast with the question
posed with reference to young people: Whyqo young people not want to work?
Whatever the reasons there may be for women working, the economic reason is
evident. For example, it may be assumed that a significant proportion of
women who are in unskilled and semi-skilled employment provide a second
income for a household in which the male breadwinner is also employed in
unskilled or semi-skilled work, and therefore in a low income job 33 .
What is the economic reality of such a situation? In 1980 (October) the
average weekly earnings for adult males (AWE) were $287.90, but the
minimum weekly wage rates for adult males were $186.57. This means that
in a family unit where the male income earner was on the minimum wage, a
second income of $101.33 would have been necessary to bring the income of
that family unit to the level of the average weekly earnings of an adult male.
Considering the fact that work for a married woman often means additional
expenditure, e.g. child care, cost-intensive rather than time-intensive food
for the family, etc., it is evident that a second income for low-income families is a necessity, if those families are to meet essential costs of living
and thus ensure a minimum standard of social functioning.
The entry of married women into the workforce poses questions about the
relationship between wages determined on work value and the need for social
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wage t that iS t a wage which is sufficient to meet the wage earner's material
needs. At the low-level wages t the second income in a household may improve
temporarily the conditions in the family unit. However t if the overall result
is a depression of wages at the lower end of the wage scale as the labour
market in unskilled jobs becomes more competitive t the two-income family at
that level may be as badlYt or worsetoff now than a family on one low-level
income some years earlier. Hence the entry of married women into the workforce t which might have been at first an "option" for some t now becomes a
necessity. If this be the case t it may also lead to greater inequality in
income distribution. This issue is discussed further in another chapter of
this paper (The Low Income Earner t the C.P.I. and the Taxation System).
What is not easily ascertained from offici~ statistics is the extent to which
the income earned by married women contributes the second income in the family
unit t or the first income t e.g. when the husband is unemployed or employed in
part-time or casual work. There is also uncertainty as to which group of women
constitute "married" women. With the changes in the family structure in recent
times there are now women who are "legally" married but there are also those
who are in family units referred to as "de facto" married or living in a
"common law marriage"t or in"co-habitation". The official category of "married
women in the workforce" does not t therefore t present a true picture of the real
situation in the community.
There is another aspect of women's participation in the workforce that needs
to be examined for the purpose of ascertaining its effect on the labour market
and on income distribution. The comparison statistics for 1970 and 1980
indicate that the low-income t unskilled and semi-skilled jobs held by women
either started to.disappear or became part-time and casual jobs. At the other
end of the occupational scale women's jobs showed an increase t in line with
the trend throughout the workforce toward higher income occupations in managerial t executive t professional and administrative positions. The latter trend
has been observed also in other Western countries t and some analysts see in
it a potential for creating greater inequality in income distribution. The
American economist t Lester C. Thurow t for example t has observed :
"Under the impaot of female liberation and
the general long-run trend toward female
work~ female participation rates are now
rising more rapidly for wives of high-income
husbands. As a oonsequenoe~ one of the two
inoome shares is about to reverse itself and
beoome a souroe of inequality34."
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It may be suggested, therefore, that the entry of women into the workforce
has certain social and economic implications which need to be considered;
e.g., the effect on wage rates, income distribution, family life. These
issues cannot be reduced to the question, "should married women be allowed
to work?1I which is sometimes posed as if the answer to it held solutions to
the problems in the labour market, e.g., unemployment of young people. There
are many reasons why married women enter the workforce. First, there is
employers' demand for women's labour. Second, it is evident that many women
have to work in order to ensure a minimum standard of social functioning for
themselves and for their families. Third, the question, "should married
women be allowed to work" appears to be levelled at certain occupations,
usually the low-level occupations, but not at the others, although the
question, to be consistent, may be equally directed at women's work in
higher-level occupations.
Furthermore, the question discriminates against women as citizens, by
inferring that women had certain obligations to curtail their needs and
aspirations for the good of the society. To argue as it has been recently
argued by a senior public servant who is reported to have said that he
believed "there are too many women who do not have an economic need" to
work 35 is to level a moral argument at one group of people in society, which
is not levelled at other groups. To be consistent, the argument could be
raised at any section of the labour market as well as at employers; e.g. one
coul d say to a successful entrepreneur: IIYou have made your mi 11 i on so you
do not have an economic need to make more money. Step down, so someone else
whose need is greater than yours can have his chance
If such arguments
were t~ be followed to their logical conclusion, and extended to the other
sections of the workforce and to the employers, the right of a person to
work, or to engage in business, would have to be determined by the application
of a means test. If this were to take place, many businessmen (and many
politicians) would be disqualified from pursuing their occupation.
ll

•

6.
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EARLY WITHDRAWAL FROM THE WORKFORCE

In addition to high unemployment and increased participation of women in the
labour market, another feature of the changes in the structure of the
labour market during the 1970s was the change in the participation rates
within the workforce. The overall participation rate between 1970 and 1980
changed little, from 61.2 percent to 61.4 percent, but the rate forwomen
increased by 5.5 percentage points to 45.1 percent while that for men fell
from 83.1 percent to 78.2 percent. The participation rate for men fell in all
age groups, except in the age group 15-19 years; the greatest decrease being in
the age group 60-64 years (27.7 percent), followed by men of 65 years and over
(10.8 percent), and men of 55-59 years (8.8 percent). In fact, beginning in
the age group 20-24 years, the decrease in participation rate had doubled in
each subsequent age group. (Table 7). Had the participation rate for men
been maintained at the same level as in 1970, 349 thousand more men would
have been in the workforce in 1980.
It appears, therefore, that it was the withdrawal from the workforce by men in
the older age groups that was a factor in a lower number of unemployed men in
1980 than it would otherwise have been had the participation rate been maintained at the 1970 level. This can be ascertained from the Appendix: Table C,
which shows that the unemployment rate in 1980 for men in those age groups in
which withdrawal from the workforce had occurred was lower than the average
ratio for all men.
A question then arises: where have these men gone? It can be assumed that
some men in the older age group (e.g. 55-65 years) would have withdrawn from
the workforce, ei·ther through retrenchment or voluntary early retirement with
some retirement benefits which enabled them to live on a reduced income.
However, as there appears to be little information on this, the assumption
has to be at this stage rather tentative. Furthermore, such assumptions
cannot be entertained in relation to the younger age groups where withdrawal
from the workforce had also occurred. Other explanations, therefore, need to
be sought.
There are three kinds of income maintenance prOV1Slons paid by the Commonwealth Government to people 16-64 years (16-59 years for women), which are
related to the participation in the workforce: unemployment benefits, sickness benefits and invalid pensions. The first of these - unemployment
benefits - are paid to the people who are registered for employment but are
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out of work: these beneficiaries are, therefore, counted as being in the
workforce. Sickness benefits are paid to the people who cannot work for
health reasons and who have no entitlement to sick leave pay from the employer:
they are not counted as being in the workforce. Invalid pensions are paid to
the people who cannot work because of long-term or permanent incapacity: for
this reason they are not counted as being in the workforce.
needs to be noted that between 1970 and 1979 the number of people drawing
the three income maintenance payments rose substantially (Tables 9, 10, 11,
12).
It

Invalid Pensions: It can be seen in Table 11 that the number of men who were
in receipt of invalid pension rose by 100 percent, from 74,600 in 1970 to
149,760 in 1979; and the number of new pensions granted was also 83.5 percent
higher in 1979 than in 1970. The age groups which registered the highest
increase in pensions paid and in new pensions granted was the age group 50-59
years; the increase in each case was 50 percent higher than the mean average
of all increases. This increase in the invalid pensions represented a rise
from 2.5 percent of the workforce in 1970 to 4.7 percent in 1979 (civilian
employment statistics).
By contrast, the rise in invalid pensions paid to women was only 18.5 percent,
and new pensions granted to women were 22.6 percent lower in 1979 than in
1970 (Table 10).
Sickness Benefits: Payments of sickness benefits showed even greater increases
over the same period than the invalid pensions; a rise of 267 percent in the
number of people receiving benefits, and a rise of 99 percent in new benefits
granted for each respective year. As the rise in the number of people receiving sickness benefits was greater than that of new benefits granted, it may
be deduced that in 1979 people were receiving those benefits for longer periods
than in 1970.
Because statistics for each age group are not available, it cannot be ascertained at this stage whether the increase in sickness benefits was uniform
throughout the population 16-64 years. However, it can be seen from Table 10
that the differences between payments to men and women show a different pattern than the differences noted with regard to the payment of invalid pensions.
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Unemployment Benefits: Apart from the high increase in the number of people
receiving unemployment benefits (24 times higher in 1979 than in 1970), two
other features need to be noted in relation to the two other income maintenance payments. First, the increase was not only in the numbers of people
receiving the unemployment benefits but also in the duraUonof benefit
payment. Thus, while only 10.1 percent of beneficiaries in 1970 had been in
receipt of benefit for six months or longer, that proportion rose to 39.1
percent in 1979. The second feature was the change in the comparative age
of beneficiaries: payments to beneficiaries 45 and over had significantly
decreased in relation to younger groups (Table 12).
While any conclusions that may be drawn from the comparison of the changes
in the payment of income maintenance benefits and the changes in the structure
of the workforce must at this stage remain tentative, there appear to be a
causal link between them, especially between the withdrawal from the workfOrce
of men in the age group 50 years and over. At this stage the reasons for that
withdrawal are not known. One can only speculate, there might have been health
reasons, retrenchment, or early retirement.
Statistics suggest, however, that a proportion of the men who had withdrawn
from the workforce suffered from a physical (or mental) condition which made
them incapable to continue working. The increase in the number of new invalid
pensions granted to men 50-59 years, from 5,919 in 1970 to 13,363 in 1979,
indicate that this might have been the case. Furthermore, a proportion of
these men apparently either did not receive any retrenchment benefits from
their employers, or their benefits were not sufficient for them to live on;
hence the provision of income for them became public responsibility.
To arrive at better explanations, a number of questions need to be answered;
e.g.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Reasons for early withdrawal from the workforce;
Occupations in which withdrawals occurred;
Entitlements to retirement benefits, if any;
If withdrawal was caused by retrenchment, was
there a severance pay; if so what amounts;
If withdrawal was for health reasons, was this
connected with the work performed;
How many of these men had dependants; wives,
children.
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The increases in the number of people receiving invalid pensions and sickness
benefits present an interesting relationship between the economic sector of
society and the social welfare sector. If there is a causal link between the
two, this means that the changes in the labour market during the 1970s
resulted in a shift of responsibility for income maintenance onto the social
welfare sector. How significant ~ this Shift~~'indicated in Table 13
which shows that the expenditure on the three income maintenance provisions
discussed in this chapter rose from $135.4 million in 1970 to $1,713.7 million
in 1979, and from 0.45 percent to 1.69 percent of the Gross Domestic Product.
At constant prices, this rise represented more than a five-fold increase in
10 years (Ratio 5.22:1).
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TABLE 9:

.-

INVALID PENSIONS, 1970-1979
(MEN)
9.1 INVALID PENSIONERS AS AT 30 JUNE

1970

AGE

1979

Change 1970-1979

N

%

N

%

16-39
40-49
50-59
60-64
65 +

17,600
11,370
20,380
20,590
4,700

23.6
15.2
27.3
27.6
6.3

29,850
22,530
51,480
41,930
3,970

19.9
15.0
34.4
28.0
2.7

12,250
11 ,160
31,100
21,340
- 730

69.6
98.2
152.6
103.6
-15.5

All Male
Pensioners

74,640

(lOO)

149,760

(100)

75,120

100.6

N

%

9.2 PENSIONS GRANTED
16-39
40-49
50-59
60-64
65 +
All Pensions
Granted

3,660
2,875
5,919
5,788
430

19.6
15.4
31. 7
31.0
2.3

5,962
5,345
13,363
9,252
343

17 .4
15.6
39.0
27.0
1.0

2,302
2,470
7,444
3,464
87

-

62.9
85.9
125.8
59.8
-20.2

18,672

(100)

34,265

(100)

15,593

83.5

74,640
18,672
1.9
50.2

149,760
34,265
3.2
51.1

75,120
15,593
1.3
0.9

100.6
83.5

50.8
3,031

51.2
3,172

0.4
140

0.8
4.7

2.5

4.7

2.2

9.3 COMPARISONS
No.of Pensioners
as at 30 June
No of new Pensions
Pensioners as % pop 16-64
Average age (yrs)
Ave. age for new
pensioners (yrs)
Civilian Emp1oyees('000)
Pensioners as % of Civ.
Employees
Sourae:

Ten Year' StatistiaaZ Sumna:ryt 1970-1979, Dept. of SoaiaZ SeauT'ity,
CanbeT'T'a, ACT, Mar'ah 1980, pp.5 - 6.

1.8
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TABLE 10:
INVALID PENSIONS, 1970-1979
(WOMEN)
10.1 INVALID PENSIONERS AS AT 30 JUNE
1979

1970

AGE
N

N

%

Change 1970-1979
N
%

%

16-39
40-49
50-59
60 +

16,0.130
11 ,280
26.750
5,030

27.1
19.1
45.3
8.5

23,210
15,480
29,850
1,530

33.1
22.1
42.6
2.2

7,160
4,200
3,100
-3,500

44.6
37.2
11.6
-69.6

All Female
Pensioners

59,110

(100)

70,070

(100)

10,960

18.5

10.2 PENSIONS GRANTED
16-39
40-49
50-59
60 +
A11 Pens ions
Granted

2,935
2,638
6,313
444

23.8
21.4
51.2
3.6

3,587
2,604
3,186
162

37.6
27.3
33.4
1.7

652
34
-3,127
- 282

22.2
- 1.3
-49.5
-63.5

12,330

(100)

9,539

(100)

-2,791

-22.6

10.3 COMPARISONS
No. of Pensioners
as at 30 June
59,110
No.of new Pensions
12,330
1.7
Pensions as % of pop.16-59
Ave. age (yrs)
46.8.
Ave. age for new
pensioners (yrs)
46.8
Civilian Employees ( '000) 1,503
Pensioners as % of Civ.
Employees
3.9

Sourae:

70,070
9,539
1.7
44.5

10,960
-2,791
0.0
- 2.3

41.6
1,880

- 5.2

3.7

-0.2

377

18.5
-22.6
- 4.9
-11.1
25.1

Ten Year> Statistieal Summary 1970-1979, Dept. of Soaial Seaur>ity,
Canberra ACT, Mar>ah 1980, pp.5 - 7.
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TABLE 11:
SICKNESS BENEFITS, 1970-1979
11.1 SICKNESS BENEFITS AS AT 30 JUNE

N

%

N

%

Change 1970-1979
N
%

Men

6,948

78.8

25,200

77 .8

18,252

262.7

Women

1,865

21.2

7,200

22.2

5,335

286.1

Persons

8,813

(100)

32,400

23,587

267.6

88.5

1970

1979

(100.0)

11.2 SICKNESS BENEFITS GRANTED

Men

53,425

80.0

100,700

75.7

47,275

Women

13,341

20.0

32,300

24.3

18,959

142.1

Persons

66,766

(100)

133,000

(100.0)

66,234

99.2

Source:

Ten Yea¥' statistical- Surrmary, 1970-1979, Dept. of Social- Security,
Ca:nbeX"t'a ACT, March 1980, p.19.
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TABLE 12:
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS, 1970-1979
12.1 BENEFICIARIES AS AT 30 JUNE

N
Men
Women
Persons

8,759
4,284
13,043

Change 1970-1979

1979

1970
%

N

%

N

Ratio

67.2
32.8
(100.0)

214,000
98,000
312,000

68.6
31.4
(100.0)

205,241
93,716
298,957

24.4:1
22.9: 1
23.9:1

69.4
30.6
(100.0)

486,632
214,485
701,117

7.4: 1
7.4:1
7.4:1

12.2 BENEFITS GRANTED
75,668
33,715
109,383

Men
Women
Persons

69.2
30.8
(l00.0)

562,300
248,200
810,500

12.3 DURATION OF BENEFITS
Under 2 weeks
2 weeks - 1 month
1 month - 2 months
2 months - 3 months
3 months - 6 months
6 months and over

24.3
17.9
19.6
11.4
16.7
10.1

2.2
7.2
12.9
12.9
25.7
39.1

Change 1970-79
-22.1
-10.7
- 6.7
1.5
9.0
29.0

12.4 AGE GROUPS OF BENEFICIARIES
Under 21 years
21-24
25-44
45-54
55 and over
11

11

11

Sourae:

32.4
11.5
28.2
15.6
12.4

38.9
17.9
29.1
8.4
5.7

6.5
6.4
1.1

- 7.2
- 6.7

Ten Year Statistiaa"L Sumnary 1970-1979, Dept. of Soaia"L Seaurity,
Canberra, ACT, Marah 1980, p.17.
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TABLE 13
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S EXPENDITURE ON BENEFITS/PENSION 1970-79
($M)

.,

1970
119.4a

1979
690.4

Change 1970-1979

Sickness Benefits

7.1

113.3

106.2

Unemployment Benefits

8.9

910.0

901.1

135.4

1713.7

1578.3

29.970

101.626

71.656

0.45

1.69

1.24

7.335

29.086

21.751

1.85

5.43

3.58

Invalid Pensions(a)

TOTAL

Gross Domestic Product
Exp. as % of GDP
Federal Government Budget
Exp. as % of Budget

571.0

(a) as for 1971: Before 1971 Age and invalid pensions were not shown separately.

Source:

Ten Year Statistical- Swnmaxy~ Dept. of Social- SecuPity~ Canbe:r':r'a~ ACT~
March 1980~ (VaPious Tabl-es).
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THE LOW INCOME EARNER. THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX. AND THE
TAXATION SYSTEM

It has been suggested in chapter 5 of this paper that with a high level of
unemployment. shift to part-time work. and evident competition for unskilled
and semi-skilled work. wages at the lower end of the occupational scale
would be depressed in relation to the overall income distribution. This
raises the question of how do the lower-end wages compare with the cost of
living as indicated by the Consumer Price Index.
According to the latest figures. the average weekly earnings (AWE) in 1980
(October) were $287.90 for adult males and $195.80 for adult females. The
estimated AWE for full-time non-managerial employees were $275.20 for adult
males and $222.10 for adult females 36a . In the same month. the minimum
weekly wage for adult males was $186.57. and for adult females the minimum
was $173.35 36b .
Income distribution for 1978-79 37 shows that the median income for married
couple income units was $14.320 p.a .• or $275.38 per week. The number of
income units in this group was 3.338.8 thousand; i.e .• 1.666 income units
had income below $275.38 per week. The mean income in the same group was
$15.500 p.a .• or $298.08 per week. The significance of the difference
between median and mean income is discussed later in this chapter.
The Consumer Price Index for June quarter 1980 stood at 298.4 points,
compared to the base year 1966-67. It was 163.7 points higher than for June
quarter 1973 (the earliest year in which the disaggregation of various items
is comparable to that of 1980). The comparison of the CPI for 1973 and 1980
indicates that the weighting points allocated to the various items which
constitute the CPI had changed over the years. indicating a changing pattern
of expenditure in Australian households. These changes do not necessarily
follow the changes in the cost of an item or of a group of items.
For the purpose of illustrating the significance of the above indicators for
low-income earners, the CPI has been related here to: median income for a
married couple; minimum weekly wage for adult males; and poverty line for
one-income family with two children 38 . In Table 14. the Index points
allocated in the CPI to each item of expenditure have been calculated also
as percentage points of the total Index; and in Table 15 these percentages
have been translated into actual money values so as to show what the weekly
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budget would be for a household in each of the three levels of income.

TABLE 14:
Changes in the CPI: June 1973-June 1980
(1966/67 = 100)
Item

Index
No.

Index
% of
Points
total
1973(a.)·

Index
No.

Index
poin(s
1980 b.)

% of

total

Food

134.0

41.96

31.2

296.2

67.00

22.5

Clothing

131.1

18.80

13.9

303.7

29.21

9.8

Housing

146.7

20.28

15.1

324.5

37.70

12.7

Household appliances
and services
117.6

15.13

11.2

253.4

40.76

13.6

15.34
10.16

11.4
7.5

310.3
307.9

55.05
28.87

18.4
9.7

8.19
4.85

6.1
3.6

348.8 17 .65
136.2(~)22.19

5.9
7.4

(lOO)

298.4 298.4
286.4
346.9

(lOO)

Transportation t
Tobacco &Alcohol
Health &Personal
Care
Recreation

~)

140(1)

)
)
)

ALL ITEMS
134.7 134.7
(All groups - goods component
(All
groups - services component
(
SoU!'ae:

(a. ) Conswnel' mae Indeg; June Quarter 1973, ABS, Ref. No. 9.1,
17• .'1. 73 •

(b. ) Conswnel' mae Index June Quarter 1980, ABS, No. 6401. O.
Note:

(1)

Shoum as a totat for the sub-group beaause of ahanges of items

(2)

sinae then, as Zisted in group.
1976 Base.
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TABLE 15:
1980 CPI Allocation according to Weighting
(in $)

ITEM

Median Income
for a married
couple
$275.00 p.w.

$

Minimum weekly
wage Adult Male
$187.00

$

Poverty Line
for one-income
family with
two children
1152.00
$

61.88
26.94
34.93

42.08
18.33
23.75

34.20
14.90
19.30

37.40
50.60
26.67
16.23

25.43
34.41
18.14
11.03

20.67
27.97
14.74
8.97

20.35

13.84

11.25

$275.00

$187.00

$152.00

Fqod
Clothing
Housing
Household supplies and
servicing
Transportation
Tobacco &Alcohol
Health & Personal Care
Other (Recreation, holidays
etc. )

It can be seen from Table 14 that, compared with the base year 1966-67, the
cost of Clothing, Housing, Transportation, Tobacco and Alcohol, and Health
and Personal Care had increased above the average of the whole CPl. The cost
of food remained close to the average increase. However, the weighting given
to four essential items: Food, Clothing, Housing,and Health and Personal
Care was, reduced in 1980 when compared with 1973. Such weighting may be
appropriate for a family on AWE, reflecting changing expenditure patterns over
that period, but it appears to be inappropriate for a family with an income
at or near the poverty line, especially when such items as Housing and Health
are concerned, as the money values allocated to those items are clearly insufficient to meet the current prices of these commodities.
Two notable omissions from the CPI are: (1) interest on 10an-on-mortgage or
on any credit such as time payment purchase; and (2) insurance - life, householder's, car, etc. Yet, it may be assumed that the first of these - interest would be a significant item of expenditure for low-income families, because:
(1)

People on low income have a difficult choice
of either using credit or going without certain
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goods and services;
(2)

Interest rates have been steadily increasing
over the past years and are usually higher for
people on low income;

(3)

Unlike interest paid by businesses, interest
paid by household units cannot be passed on;
it has to be absorbed in the budget of the
household.

The second omission - insurance - is equally important, as the absence of
insurance in a household means greater vulnerability to everyday hazards;
e.g. an accident when driving a car, or a burglary in the home.
Another omission from the CPI is income tax.
While income tax at the low
level of income may not be very high, it is nevertheless an "expenditure" that
has to be met, and it takes priority over other items, however important those
items might be for the well-being of the household.
The ABS figures of income distribution show that the median income is consistently lower than the mean income. The difference indicates there is an intensification of incomes in the upper deciles of the income range which seems to
correspond to the shift toward higher-level occupations identified earlier in
this paper. The mean average of all incomes "hides" that shift and for this
reason the use of median as the measure of average seems more appropriate.
As the distributipn of income shifts towards the high incomes, so does the
pattern of households' expenditure. This is reflected in the weighting
allocated to various items of expenditure upon which the calculation of the
CPI is based. One such change has been towards greater weight given to the
services component of the CPl. However, as the pattern of expenditure changes
more towards the services component, this means that the life style of the
people on low incomes must become increasingly different from what is expected
to be the "average". Departure from the accepted, and expected, life style
suggests that the socio-economic structure becomes polarized, and certain
goods and services which are essential to the normal social intercourse may
no longer be available to lower income people; e.g. use of credit, insuranc~
health care, or the motor car and outside entertainment. Some of these goods
and services may be seen in some quarters as "luxuries", although they are
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essential to normal living as there are no adequate substitutes for them;
e.g. with the rising cost of motor vehicles and particularly motor fuel, the
cost of the ownership of a car becomes prohibitive. Yet, at the same time
public transport becomes more and more restricted and its cost also rises.
The problem is exacerbated for low-income families in the large cities who
have been gradually pushed out to distant suburbs, usually dormitory suburbs,
as higher-income groups move into the inner, renewed suburbs. One may
question, therefore, whether the current method of calculating the CPI is
adequate, for it is doubtful that this method has much relevance to the
pattern of expenditure and life style of the people on low incomes.
A similar question may be raised in relation to the calculation of the poverty
line; for the poverty threshold must also have been affected by the rising
cost of the basic commodities which are now essential for normalll living
even at its lowest level, e.g. transportation, rents, property values and
interest rates. If people on low incomes cannot avail themselves of these
basic commodities, their social functioning must be affected, leading to
conditions which become "social problems ll . Yet, it has to be noted that the
rises in the cost of some essential commodities, e.g. motor fuel, health
services, interest rates, have been due not only to the "market forces" but,
to a large extent, to deliberate government policy.
II

The comparison of incomes with the CPI suggests a growing discrepancy, a gap,
between the earning capacity of the low-income wage earners, and the expectations the society holds of their social role; e.g. raising a family, owning a
house. We seem to have departed from the argument arrived at by Justice
Higgins that earned wage should be an adequate social wage. If such a discrepancy'continues, the consequences of the trend are predictable: first,
personal and, therefore, social problems of low-income wage earners are
likely to increase; and second, the State will have to play a greater role in
providing income supplementation to the people who may be in regular full-time
employment, thus reducing them to a welfare" category.
II

This issue is related to the way needs and wants arise, or are created, in
society, as well as to the distribution of income and wealth. As early as
1962, John Kenneth Galbraith had noted that in modern industrial society there
was little, if any, difference between a luxury and a necessity39. And in a
recent book, Lester C. Thurow comments :
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If• • • the minute that "needs" are defined in terms
of "wants" the aonaept of need loses its aonareteness. Wants beaome neaessities whenever most of
the people in soaiety believe that they are 3 in
faat 3 neaessities. Anything to whiah we have
grown aaaustomed and that is generally available
beaomes a neaessity. Needs 3 thus defined3 grow
right along with average inaomes. Like satiated
wants 3 satiated needs will not oa(JUr'''40.

Thurow's statement is probably valid t but it is beyond the scope of this
paper to analyse in depth the processes through which wants become needs t or
necessities. It is sufficient to say that what becomes a necessity for
adequate or minimum social functioning is determined by a complex interaction
of societal processes t political decisions t technological changes and the
forces of the market. What is produced t how it becomes available t how it
becomes essential through disappeamnceof alternatives is determined in no
small way by the producers of goods and services. Needs might grow along
with average income t as Thurow says; but many people do not have average
incomes, and do not have any choice because they do not have much discretion
in how they can spend their money. They have to buy what they need, selecting from what is offered within the price they can afford. This means that
when needs become necessities by definitions and social conditions t the people
who do not have the means to satisfy these needs become excluded from the mainstream of society. If people have no alternatives for meeting the needs which
have become necessities, their social functioning must suffer. To be in such
a situation is to be in poverty.
In most discussions about poverty and income distribution the emphasis is on
income t and the comparative measure is usually weekly income. Such discussions
may, or may not,' lead to an argument for higher wages or higher pensions t
depending on the agreement about the level of minimum income. This is a rather
narrow and inadequate concept of income because it is related to consumption
of basic necessities and is not extended to the significance of consumption
for social functioning. In recent times, however, attempts have been made to
define poverty in terms of social functioning.
One such attempt, by D. Jackson of Cambridge University, England,41 has since
received critical evaluation by another economist, G.P. Marshall, who says:
"Jaakson underlines the distination between
stoaks and flows - individuals must aonsume
a minimwn flow of goods and serviaes if they
are to survive in a physiaal sense, but the
real nature of this survival 3 the quality of
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the prevailing life-style, is also
determined by acoess to oertain stooks
of goods and servioes, such as olothing,
housing and eduoation. For any sooiety,
the emphasis placed upon suoh stooks tends
to increase with the eoonomio and sooial
deve lopment of that sooiety.
The distinotion between stooks and flows
is important to Jaokson's soheme since it
helps to furnish a distinotion between
want whioh is oaused by the "fai lure" of
flows and deprivation whioh is oaused by
the "failure" of stooks"42.

The value of stocks, i.e., capital goods, therefore, needs to be included in
the concept of income, and the notion of stocks themselves needs to be seen
in a wider context, going beyond the everyday necessities such as housing,
clothing and household appliances. Stocks include, or should include, not only
material goods but also access to goods, especially to credit; because modern
economy is not so much a cash economy but a credit economy, and access to
credit is as importantas thepos$essionof goods. Yet access to credit for low
income people is either not available or available at exorbitant cost.
It may be argued, therefore, that "income" taken to mean only earnings but

not including assets, i.e. wealth, is an inadequate measure.
states,

Yet, as Thurow

"Disoussion of the "rioh" tend to talk
about income rather than weaUh. Since
many of the returns from wealth are not
oounted as income (unrealized oapital
gains being the most notable) inequalities
are reduoed and the rioh are peroeived as
less rioh than they absolutely are'~3.

Most of the debate about the income distribution revolves around income, as
traditionally defined, while new forms of income are developed which are
excluded from the debate. Not being defined as income, they are not subject
to tax. As Thurow states
"The great current loopho le in Amerioan
taxation is in faot that great wealth oan
be generated, oontrolled, spent, and passed
onto one's ohildren without ever being subjeot
to the levels of taxation faoed by modest wage
earners "44.

He continues :
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"There a:r'e many tax loopholes for aapitaZists"
riah or poor" and few tax loophoLes for ~e
ea:r'ners" riah or poor ••• One of the major
aauses of this problem is a system of inaome
taxation that doesn't sucaeed in taxing the
main path to weaZth"45.

Thurow continues that in order to solve this problem it will be necessary
to change the official definition of income because the conventional division
between "income" and "capital is no longer appropriate for understanding the
working of modern economy46.
ll

It is evident that the same situation has now arisen in Australia where statements about economic recovery are made at the same time as the statements about
'the shrinking tax base'. The reason for this apparent paradox lies in the
conventional definition of income which does not include the wide variety of
incomes referred to as capital gains" and, therefore, excluded from taxation.
As The Age editorial has stated :
II

"It seems evident that the gap between the
"haves" and the "have nots" in Australia
is widening. The onae-finn tax net has
been torn apa:r't by selfish entrepreneUr's
and Governments biased towa:r'ds the '~es'~
while help for the poor is being aut baak.
Australia now has virtually no death duties
or gift duty" no wealth tax" no aapital gains
tax" no resoU:!'aes tax and an inaome tax that
is almost optional for non-wage inaomes "47.

The situation in Australia is somewhat similar to the one which had arisen in
18th century England when most taxes were raised from agricultural activities
(based on parish ~conomy) while the burgeoning industries drew on the human
and material resources, but contributed little to the public purse. Indeed,
Australia is almost unique among the developed countries in not taxing capital
gains. Professor R. Henderson has recently stated that Australia was the odd
man out among the rich nations of the West, as he knew of no other rich count~
that had no form of wealth tax 48 .
The issue of capital gains tax, or wealth tax, goes beyond the problems governments face in raising revenue from a shrinking tax base"; it poses questions
about the nature of wealth and its distribution in modern economy. For exempting capital gains from tax means that the problems which face the people on
low incomes are further exacerbated. First, as has been illustrated in this
chapter, in relation to the CPI, it is difficult to see how people on low
II
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incomes can maintain an adequate standard of social functioning. Second,
people on low incomes do not have any surplus which would enable them to
purchase income-producing material stock; they are thus excluded from
participating in the activity through which much of the wealth is generated.
Third, while people on low incomes contribute to the public purse through
tax, those whose income comes from capital gains are exempt from that
obligation.
The search for other forms of raising government revenue, e.g. by increasing
indirect taxation or widening its base, appears to be an acknowledgement of
the philosophy of leaving capital gains immune from tax. If this were to
happen the situation of low income earners would worsen, as more tax would
be raised from a shrinking tax base, leaving the main paths to wealth free
from tax. The result will be a more unequal society than we already now
have.

8.

54
POSITION OF LABOUR IN A CAPITAL-INTENSIVE ECONOMY

One of the frequently advanced reasons for the economic difficulties experienced in Australia during the 1970s has been the high cost of labour;
certainly, the two major problems - unemployment and inflation - are believed
in some quarters to have been caused by that factor. Efforts have thus been
made to reduce the cost of labour, and the need to do this has been repeatedly
stressed in the submissions made by the government's and employers' advocates
to the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission.
Whatever the merit of such arguments might be, our brief analysis of the
changes in the workforce during the 1970s strongly suggests that the position
of labour in that period has noticeably worsened, especially at the lower end
of the wage scale; e.g.
(1)

There has been a significant loss of jobs,
particularly in the manufacturing sector
where approximately 100,000 jobs were lost
in the decade;

(2)

Unemployment in 1980 was about 4.5 times
higher than in 1970, and long-term unemployment became a feature of the labour market;

(3)

Unemployment would have been higher, were
it not for a significant increase in the
withdrawal from the labour market by men
in the older age groups.

(4)

One half of new jobs were only part-time
or casual jobs, which means that those
workers have only a tenuous hold on the
job and little prospect for advancement.

(5)

The comparison of wages at the lower end
of the wage scale with the Consumer Price
Index suggests that those wages are not
sufficient to ensure an acceptable minimum
standard of social functioning.

How significant, then, is the cost of labour in a capital-intensive economy?
In their analysis of the labour market in the 1970s, Gregory and Duncan qualify
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their observations by saying :
"Over a period when investment aan oaaur
real '1JXJ{Jes alone are no lOrllJer relevant.
Entrepreneurs win have aapital-labour
ahoiaes on their view of lOrIIJ term trends
of relative faator priaes rather than
sudden observations in the priae of one
faator alone .••
The diffiauZty here is how to measure the
priae of aapital, a question to whiah we
have not had time to direat muah attention"49.

The authors acknowledge the importance of the issue and little knowledge of
it; but it is rather surprising that in such a lengthy and thorough analysis
(64p.) they give only two pages or less to the discussion on this topic. Yet
the importance of capital in the economy is evident from the fact that most
daily papers now have substantial sections on finance. Indeed, one gets the
impression from reading those sections that no other issues exist today in
the economy, and the only activities worth attention are the stock market,
takeovers, and investment generally. It is not the labour exchange but the
stock exchange that holds the attention of analysts and commentators.
On the other hand, a high proportion of the economists' monographs focus on
the wage rates, wage determination mechanisms, and wage movements. We
witness, therefore, an interesting, almost paradoxical, scenario in the
debate on the economy. The "successes" are explained in terms of investments,
profits and all the activities related to capital the "problems" are explained in terms of labour costs, activities of trade unions, and the decisions of
the C~nciliation and Arbitration Commission. One may forgive perhaps the
moral overtones of the debate, resembling somewhat the scenario of an old
"western" in which the roles are clearly divided into "goodies" and "baddies";
but in the analysis of important economic, and therefore social issues, the
absence of systematic analysis of the effect of evidently the most important
factor of production
capital - on such things as inflation, income and
wealth distribution, and resulting social effects suggests that the prevailing economic theories are rather wanting, and in need of thorough re-appraisal.
With regard to the issue of inflation, for example, the oft-advanced argument
that the cost of wages has been the main factor in causing inflation rings
increasingly rather hollow. It has acquired certain credibility because it
is repeatedly stated, and studies of the labour market which focus on the
cost of labour tend to confirm that belief. Very little, if any, systematic
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analysis appears to have been done to examine the effect of capital formation
and corresponding rates of interest on inflation. Yet, if the generally held
expectations of investors are realized, the rising cost of capital must create
inflationary pressures.
There seems to be some re-appraisal of this approach to economic analysis, at
least in some other Western countries. For example, Alfred L. Malabre reports
on such studies carried out by Data Resources Inc., an economics-consulting
firm in Massachusetts, U.S. He writes :
'The rising expense of labour is a well-publiaized
story, but remarkably little attention has been
paid to the even swifter alimb in reaent years
of the aost of aapital, the other main sourae of
priae pressure in today's inflation-torn eaonomy ..•
Inflation, alearly, intensified over the 15 years
in all aategories. However, it's noteworthy that
far and away the most pronounaed ahange has oacurred
wi thin the aapi tal-aost aategory. Indeed, on aaaount
of this steep inarease, aore inflation has risen even
more sharply in the period than labour aosts 5 0."

What, then, may be some of the effects of capital-intensive economy on the
welfare of the workforce? It is evident that some unemployment in the 1970s
has been caused by the replacement of labour by machines. For example, in
its submission to the Arbitration Court in November 1977, the Government
advocate said :
"The reaovery in investment in new aapi tal
equipment suggests that aapi tal/labour
substitution has oaaurred on a significant
saale. The substitution would explain the
sluggishness of employment during the last
two years despite some reaovery in output"51.

The substitution of labour by capital may be unavoidable and, indeed,
desirable for economic reasons. However, it has to be noted that this substitution has been encouraged by Government policies, thus creating a "contrived" rather than "natural" change in the capital/labour cost ratio. For
example, the investment allowanoes which were at the level of 20 percent from
1962 were discontinued in 1973 but re-introduced in 1976 at the level of 40
percent. Now, they are again at 20 percent until 1987 52 . Gregory and Duncan
have calculated that from 1975-76 to 1977-78 the cost of investment allowances increased annually from $24 million to $325 million. This was in addition
to other concessions such as depreciation allowances. The impact of allowances
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was significant as the price of capital goods, therefore, the cost of
capital, was effectively reduced by 18 percent 53 .
At the same time, payroll tax remained at 5 percent. Gregory and Duncan
state that since 1976 the combined effect of investment allowances and
payroll tax "have increased the relative price of labour at the margin and,
by the end of the period (1979-80), increased the relative price of labour
across-the-board by more than the real wage overhang" 54 •
It appears, therefore, that the cost of labour, in relation to the cost of
capital, so much decried in some quarters and blamed for the economic ills
of the 1970s, has been kept high, partly at least, by deliberate policies,
whatever merit on economic grounds those policies might have had. In considering this issue, Gregory and Duncan state:
"The major thT'USt of OUT' revielJ) is that it
appears to be very difficult to demonstrate
convincingly that the wage increases led to
substantially depressed employment"55.

There may be other, hidden, problems in this issue. While there may be
considerable value in encouraging investment in technological innovation,
two rather negative outcomes may be suggested as possibilities, one social
and the other economic. First, if the government policy has contributed to
high unemployment rates, the social and economic costs of the policy are
borne by the public sector and by the people who have been displaced by
machines. Hence, the benefits of improved efficiency in the private sector
increases the burden of public (government) expenditure and reduces the
standar~ of living of the "displaced" workers and their dependants.
Second, it may be suggested that the "artificial" lowering of the price of
capital investment may lead to inefficient use of capital investment in the
form of inappropriate technological innovation. Bearing in mind that, unlike
labour, modern equipment is expertly packaged, advertised and sold, it may be
expected that some employers would be tempted to discard existing equipment
and replace it with new equipment, without giving adequate consideration to
the degree of improved productive efficiency through such replacement.
The shift toward capital-intensive economy thus poses questions regarding the
welfare of the workforce in a broad sense; viz., will such economy provide
sufficient employment, and will that employment provide the workforce with
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sufficient income for adequate social functioning. The prognoses for both
these issues do not appear at present to be very promising.
Wolfgang Kasper sees three challenges to work recruiting and work creation
in the 1980s: inflation; the mining boom; and technologYt especially microchip technology. With regard to the mining boom he sees some initial benefits
from mineral exports t but he warns that t
".•. sooner 01' Zater ~ more exports wi U have
to be matched by more imports. It aan be
aonfidently expeated that this renewed import
aompetition wiU hit the least effiaient~ most
labour-intensive parts of the manufaaturing
seatoI'. If we are not aareful and do not take
preparatory aation now~ we shaU be faaed - as
in the 1970s - with a situation in whiah mining
exports may areate fewer jobs than the aorresponding import surge wipes out56.~

The problem may be exacerbated t Kasper saYSt by the technological innovation
in the field of micro-chip technologYt as compared to most OEeD countries
"Australia is not well endowed with high quality skills t partly because the
Australian education system has aimed less at investment in human capital
than that of other countri es ... and our job trai.ni ngsystem does not provide
a continuum of skills which is necessary for efficient adaptation to such
change,,57.
How relatively few jobs are likely to come from the predicted mining boom is
illustrated by Peter Sheehan who points out that the expected investment of
$5 t 600 million during the 1980s in the alumina and aluminium industry is likely
to produce only 6. t OOO jobs directly and 18 t OOO jobs indirectly58. This means
that an investment of $933 thousand will provide one direct job t and when the
indirect jobs are included t each job will need an investment of $233 thousand.
Furthermore t assuming that the investors will expect a return on their capital
of at least 10 percent per annum t this will amount to $564 million per annum t
or $23 t 333 for each created job.
It is not difficult to see t therefore t that in a capital-intensive economy not
only the demand for labour is low but the cost of labour plays a diminishing
role in the overall cost structure. A capital intensive economy also requires
substantial infra-structure; e.g. power and water t roads t health and welfare
services t police protection (as welldlsatrained workforce) and this infrastructure is expected to be provided by the State. Two questions arise with
regard to this issue; first t (which has been partly raised in the previous
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chapter} whether the present system of raising State revenue should be the
main source of funds for providing the necessary infra-structure for privately owned capital intensive economy; and second t whether it is possible to
have an expanding private sector of economy without a corresponding expansion
in the public sector~
It needs to be noted that in the 1970s the workforce in the public sector
increased by 38.8 percent while that in the private sector increased only by
2.2 percent {Table 3}. Furthermore t it can be assumed that most of the new
jobs in the public sector would have been full-time jobs while most of those
in the private sector would have been part-time or casual jobs. It seems t
therefore t that the role of the pUblic sector in providing employment in a
capital intensive economy is more important than is generally believed
to be the case.
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9.

CONCLUSION:

INFERENCES AND HYPOTHESES

.
The aim of this study of the changes in the structure of the workforce during
the 1970s was to consider the likely effects these changes may have on the
well-being of the people who constitute the workforce, be they actually or
potentially in the workforce. Any conclusion arrived at from a brief overview
of such a vast field must of necessity be tentative, taking the form of inferences and hypotheses, rather than definitive statements.
Most of the studies of the labour market are carried out by economists; and
for non-economists to examine the economist's work presents considerable
problems. It must be emphasized, therefore, that the purpose of this study
was not to engage in economic analysis but rather to add a "socia1 dimension"
to that analysis. For it is possible that an economic analysis may show a
"healthy" economy at the macro-scale, while at the micro-scale of daily living
the cost of that "health" may be unduly borne by certain individuals and groups
while the majority of the population enjoys the fruits of prosperity.
We suggest, therefore, that studies of the labour market in a social welfare
perspective, i.e., studies which aim to ascertain the effects of the changes
in that market on the life styles and life chances of the workforce, can fill
in some of the gaps we have identified in other studies. The social significance of these changes would thus be better understood, and the issues would
then receive the consideration, we think, they deserve.
However, at the risk of entering a lions' den, we question the adequacy of
the paradigms and methods used in most of the analyses of the issues we have
looked at in this paper. For example, many studies seem to be based on the
assumption that the solutions to the problems which have arisen in the labour
market are to be found on the side of the supply of labour. Most studies tend
to focus in that direction, and correspondingly, the programmes which are
implemented also focus on that side; e.g. programmes which aim to facilitate
the transition from school to work.
By contrast, there is a scarcity of systematic studies of the changes which
have occurred in the organization of production or in the conditions in the
workp1ace; or of employers' reasons for showing preference for one kind of
workforce rather than another. Thus with regard to the issue of transiton
from school to work there have been studies (and much public debate) on how
young people should be prepared for this transition but few studies {and
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little debate) on the changes the employers could. or should. make to
facilitate that transition.
A noticeable gap in the analyses appears to be the absence of systematic
studies of the capital investment side in the labour/capital equation.
This deficiency has been acknowledged by some economists; yet. their
studies and the explanations they offer on this issue. by and large. also
continue to focus on the side of the workforce. that is. on the supply of
labour rather than on the demand for labour. It is possible. therefore.
that this deficiencyhas led to a truncated perception of the issues. and.in
turn. it may lead to inappropriate remedial measures by the decision-makers
who might accept the explanations offered as adequate and valid.
Yet another inadequacy appears to be present in the calculation of the
Consumer Price Index. One of the noticeable ommissions in the Index is the
cost of credit which is incurred by households. If credit. and changes in
the rate of interest on credit. have such a great significance for business
and industry. the effects on household expenditures must also be significant.
more so because householdscannot pass on the cost - they must absorb it
within their budgets. Furthermore. apart from these omissions. the assumptions upon which the CPI is calculated appears to have little relevance to
the expenditure of the households which are at the lower end of the income
scale. although they may be appropriate for households on "average" income.
Modern industrial or. as some would say. post-industrial society means a
high level of consumption of goods and services which become essential for
adequate social functioning. The obvious corollary is the need for an income
sufficient to meet the cost of social functioning. Failure to achieve adequate
income means exclusion from the life-style which is regarded as normal ". If
individuals and groups are excluded from what is regarded to be the "norma l"
life-style. not only their life chances are impeded but they become part of
what is known as a "soc ial problem". which calls for intervention by the
State. Our comparison of the Consumer Price Index with the wage structure
and household incomes suggests strongly that the families at the lower end
of income distribution would find it very difficult to achieve an acceptable
level of social functioning.
11

It is expected that most people are able to achieve a minimum level of social
functioning through their participation in the economically productive
activities; as workers. employers. or self-employed. There is. therefore. a
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direct relationship between economic production and social life, and the
former is expected to meet the needs of the latter.
However, it is evident that at the lower end of the wage scale the earnings
are not sufficient for meeting the needs of social life, especially for households and families, as those earnings are determined by market forces rather
than by social needs. Hence "having a job" does not necessarily ensure the
viability of a family or a household unit. Such a situation presents a formidable challenge to the social and economic system.
During the 1970s the wage earners at the lower end of the scale appear to have
suffered a dual loss: the loss of purchasing power through the decrease in
real wages; and the loss of job security, through unemployment and the trend
towards part-time and casual employment. As these changes have affected the
younger rather than the older age groups, their effects are likely to be longlasting.
What criteria can then be used for arriving at an adequate minimum wage commensurate with the society's expectations of adequate social functioning? In
other words, how can wages determined by such criteria as work value, industry's
ability to pay, etc., be reconciled with the need for a social wage? If a
person (in full-time employment) cannot earn sufficient income to maintain
himself and his dependants at a minimum level of social expectations, then
the gap between that person's earnings and the need of the family unit will
have to be met from another source.
One such source is credit. But as we have noted, access to credit for lowincome earners is either not available, or its cost is so prohibitive as to
further exacerbate the problem, adding to the cost of living and increasing
the vulnerability of the households.
Another source is the supplementation of wages from the public purse. Supplementation of earned income by the State is one means used in some other
countries (e.g. U.K.) and it has been suggested in Australia. So far, such
supplementation of income has been done by voluntary relief agencies, with
some support given to those agencies by the government. The necessity for
such measure is in itself an indication and admission that the wage structure
is not adequate to meet social needs. It also leads to further pressure on
the State to provide additional benefits and services, and to the depression
of wages at the low end of the scale.
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This is not a new phenomenon. One of the outstanding examples of detrimental
consequences of wage subsidy by the State was the "Speenhemlarld Law" accepted
in England in 1795. The "Law" was agreed to for the purpose of ensuring that
no labourer's income should fall below a certain minimum. The consequences
of that measure were disastrous. As Polanyi has observed
"It was sta:l'ted as aid-in-wages.J ostensib"ly
benefiting the empZoyees.J but aatuaUy using
pubUa means to subsidize the emp"loyers. For
the main effeat of the aUowanae system was to
depress wages be"low the subsistenae "leve"l"59.

This is not an argument against wage supplementation by the State as such.
Rather, it is an example of the problems arising' from a situation in which
wage earnings are determined by the forces of the market and become insufficient to meet the needs of the wage earner. The intervention of the State
in modern industrial society is thus essential if a minimum level of social
functioning for low-income earners is to be safeguarded.
The market forces, as it were, divert certain areas of responsibility from
the private sector onto the State. There appear to be a number of areas
where this occurs, e.g.,
(1)

Low wages, not sufficient to meet the
requirements for minimum social
functioning;

(2)

Part-time and casual work which does
not provide security of employment;

(3)

Withdrawal of older persons from the
workforce before they are due to
retire, with diminished or non-existing
retirement benefits;

(4)

Technological change:
people by machines;

(5)

Training for employment in state
institutions.

replacement of

Public expenditure is, therefore, essential for the maintenance of a
competitive private sector governed by "free" market forces. In these
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conditions it is somehow difficult to reconcile the expectations of the private
enterprise to be provided by the labour force at the lowest possible cost while
at the same time its spokesmen continue to clamour for cuts in public welfare
expenditure and for a "smaller" government. In modern industrial society there
might not be any free lunches; but neither can there be 11 free 11 healthy, adequately fed and housed, and trained workforce. It is for this reason that the wellfunctioning industrial countries are those where the expenditure in the public
sector is high, (e.g. West Germany, Sweden). Correspondingly, the levels of
taxation in those countries are considerably higher than in Australia.
One of the key problems in raising sufficient revenue to meet public expenditure
appears to be an inadequate and outdated definition of what constitutes income
in a capital intensive economy. Income, as currently defined for the purpose
of taxation, leaves a vast and growing area of income-generating activities
untouched because of the "accounting convention" which excludes those activities from being considered as income. This traditional accounting convention
has led to the arguments about a "shrinking tax base" and to search for other
forms of raising tax revenue.
We accept the validity of the long-established concept which allows for the
distribution between "income" and "assets", but we question whether this
distribution is still appropriate today, in view of the variety in the new
forms of capital formation which have come into practice in recent years. The
distribution poses questions not only with regard to raising tax revenue but
also questions of equitable, if not equal, distribution of wealth. When, for
example, unemployment benefits and low wages are considered to be "income
but substantial capital gains are not, the data on income distribution do not
present the true 'extent of inequality in society. The inequality occurs not
only in the amount of contribution people are required to make to the public
purse but also in the ways through which some people, but not others, can
acquire and retain wealth. Yet, in order to ascertain people's resources
which are necessary for social functioning, one has to take into consideration
not only what people "earn but also what they "own ". With regard to this
issue the economist G.P. Marshall comments:
ll

ll

"In view of many obseroers, inequality of
wealth shares within a soaiety gives a
more aaaurate piature of the nature of
inequality beaause the fuZZ extent of any
individual's eaonomia {and politiaal; power
is dete~ined ultimately by his potential
aorronand over available resouraes, whiah must
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reflect his ownership of assets as
well as his aurrent income60."

In Australia, the issue of inequality in people's access to resources has
not received much attention in systematic studies, and for this reason it
is still a matter of conjecture rather than well-documented knowledge.
However, how extreme that inequality can be may be illustrated by two recent
reports in the press related to housing. The first reported on the growth in
the demand for home units in Sydney:
"Highlighting the demand for units in this
Cl!'ea (Y()rk St." City) was the recent
release of Mirvac's "The York" development ..•
The units were offered for sale at 2.00p.m.
on a Sunday. By 1.JOp.m. there was a long
queue of buyers. Studio apCl!'tments were
snapped up for between $90,,000 and $120"000,,
one-becb>oom units for $110,,000 and $165,,000 .•. 61 "

A month later, the same newspaper reported:
buyers to sell'.

IIInterest rises 'forcing home

11

"An increasing number of low-income earners
in Western Australia Cl!'e being forced to
sell their homes to meet mor~age commitments. - Senior bank executives have told
the West Australian Housing Minister" Mr.
Lawrance" there has been a cb>amatic increase
in the number of people in Cl!'reCl!'S with payments"62.

It is now generally accepted that people on low incomes can rarely afford to
obtain housing - one of the essential commodities - on the private market.
Their alternatives are either to pay high rent or seek housing provided by
the State, typically now referred to as IIWelfare ll housing. While owning or
renting a house or flat per se might not make much difference intheshort-term,
the advantage of owning an asset which does not lose value in times of inflation is significant in a life cycle of a family. Conversely, in a society
where home ownership is regarded as IInormalll, the inability to purchase a
home means exclusions from sharing, even in a small way, in society's wealth.
Our brief examination of the changes in the structure of the workforce in
the 1970s suggests that a new social group might be emerging in Australian
society; a group which becomes excluded from the access to goods and
services which are essential to social functioning, but which are taken for
granted by the majority of the population. These are the people who either
have no jobs, or, if they do, they have no hold on the job, no security of
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employment and no prospect for advancement. It is their work situation which
excludes them from the mainstream of social life.
There are indications that this new phenomenon does not mean simply an
increasing inequality, but a polarized society of two distinctly different
life styles. The excluded minority appears to be, so far, rather small; and
questions arise, first, how large that minority can become without threatening
social disruption, and second, whether that minority should exist at all.
Certainly, our observation has only inferential quality; and a much more
thorough study is needed to ascertain the significance of the issues we have
examined in this paper. Nevertheless, the changes in the labour market that
we have identified suggest that the issues arising from these changes go well
beyond the problem of unemployment. It is the indications of the structural
changes in the labour market that need to be examined, for if those changes
signify a long-term trend their effect on the well-being of the workforce will
be profound.
To be sure, the problem of unemployment is serious, especially so as the data
we have examined indicate that the cause of unemployment was not an increased
participation rate (as it is sometimes suggested) but the number of jobs lost
in the private sector of the economy. The situation would be much worse had
it not been for the increase of employment in the publiC sector. However,
the shift to part-time and casual employment may be equally, or potentially
even more, significant than unemployment, mainly because that shift has
occurred in the younger age groups, of both sexes. If such a pattern is to
continue, its effects are likely to be long lasting and will unavoidably show
in the viability.of family structure.
Of the other issues we have examined, the increase in the male withdrawal
rate from the workforce in the older age groups on the one hand, and the
increase in the number of invalid pensioners in the same age group on the
other, seem to indicate that the structural changes in the labour market
result in greater need for income maintenance payments by the State. Whether
this is the case can be ascertained only after further study.
The issues we have discussed in this paper are certainly related, although the
exact nature of their relatedness has yet to be clearly understood. At this
stage of our investigation it appears to us that the changes in Australian
economy, especially the changes in the capital/labour ratio and corresponding
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changes in the pattern of employment, result in greater need for public
expenditure on income maintenance provisions. Thus, apart from the effects
these changes might have on people's life chances, increased public expenditure
on income maintenance and allied services may have to be accepted as the
IIhidden cost of modern economy.
ll

APPENDIX:
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TABLE A.

EMPLOYED PERSONS - OCCUPATION BY SEX, 1970-1980
('000)

1970(a.)
W
M

CATEGORY

1980(b. )
M
W

M

NUMBER

Chanqe 1970/1980
PERCENTAGE
F
M
F

Professional
Technical and
Related Workers

338.5

227.8

473.8

396.7

+135.3 +168.9

+ 39.9 + 74.1

Administrative,
Executive and
Manageri a1

295.3

37.6

350.2

60.0

+ 54.9 + 22.4

+ 18.5 + 59.5

Clerical

330.2

565.9

316.4

740.1

- 13.8 +174.2

-

Sales

217.9

236.3

266.6

305.9

+ 48.7 + 69.6

+ 22.3 + 29.4

Farmers, Fishermen
Timbergetters etc 380.4

69.4

356.1

89.0

- 24.3 + 19.6

-

6.3 + 28.2

Transport and
Communi ca ti on

283.2

44.1

276.7

50.0

-

6.5 + 5.9

-

2.2 + 13.3

Tradesmen,
Production Workers
Labourers, Miners 1640.2

266.5

1713.2

233.3

+

73 - 33.2

+ 4.4 - 12.5

Service, Sport
and Recreation

162.2

300.2

228.2

380.9

+

66 + 80.7

+ 40.6 + 26.8

3647.7

1747.8

TOTAL:
-

Sourae:

Note:

3981 .2 2256.6

(a.)

The Labour Forae Australia

(b.)

The Labour Forae

1978~

Austra~ia 1980~

4.1

+ 9.1

+333.5 +508.8

ABS 6204. O~

Tab~e 28~

pp. 61-62.

6203.0~

Tab~e 12~

p.17.

ABS

The two separate aategories of "miners" and "tradesmen eta." in the 1980
tab~e

have been aombined to matah the 1970 figures.

)

+ 30.7

+ 29.1
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TABLE B
EMPLOYED PERSONS BY AGE: FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME
1970-1980 ( '000)
1970 (Aug.) (a.)
M

W

P

296
474
818
758
673
266
176
72

278
289
235
206
191
56
26
12

574
763
1053
964
864
322
202
84

3533
96.9

1293
74.0

28
11
11
8
11
9
10
26

1980 (July) (b.)
M

M

Change 1970-1980
N
W
P
M

W

P

298
491
1044
826
673
280
127
45

227
331
364
266
204
59
23
10

525
822
1408
1092
877
339
150
55

2
17
226
68
0
14
-49
-27

-51
42
129
60
13
3
- 3
- 2

4826
89.5

3784
95.0

1484
64.6

5268
83.9

251
-1. 9

191
-9.4

21
40
108
127
103
31
15
10

49
51
119
135
114
40
25
36

61
28
29
17
13
14
21

84
68
217
219
142
44
22
16

145
96
246
236
159
57
36
37

33
17
18
9
6
4
4
- 5

63
28
109
92
39
13
7
6

96
45
127
101
45

114
3.1

455
26.0

569
10.5

200
5.0

812
35.4

1012
16.1

86
1.9

357
9.4

443
5.6

75.4

TOTAL WORKFORCE:
324
15-19
485
20-24
25-34
829
766
35-44
684
45-54
275
55-59
186
60-64
65 +
98

299
329
343
333
294
87
41
22

623
814
1172
1099
978
362
227
120

359
519
1073
843
690
293
141
66

31l

399
581
485
346
103
45
26

670
918
1654
1328
1036
396
186
92

35
34
244
77
6
18
-45
-32

12
70
238
152
52
16
4
4

47
104
482
229
58
34
-41
-28

10.8
7.0
29.4
10.1
0.9
6.5
-24.2
-32.7

3647
67.6

1748
32.4

5395
(100)

3984
63.4

2296
36.6

6280
(100)

337
-4.2

548
4.2

885

9.2

%
W

P

FULL-TIME:
15-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-59
60-64
65 +
TOTAL
N
% of W'force
PART-TIME:
15-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-59
60-64
65 +
TOTAL

N

% of W'force

17

-49
59
355
128
13
-52
-29

0.7
3.6
27.6
9.0
0.0
5.3
-27.8
-37.5

442

7.1

17

-18.3 -8.5
14.5
7.7
54.9 33.7
29.1
13.3
6.8
1.5
5.4
5.3
-11.5 -25.7
-16.7 -34.5
14.8

9.2

-5.6

17

11
1

117.9
154.5
163.6
112.5
54.5
44.4
40.0
-19.2

300.0 195.9
70.0 88.2
100.9 106.7
72.4 74.8
37.9 39.5
41.9 42.5
46.7 44.0
60.0
2.8
78.5

77.9

4.0
7.5
21.3 12.8
69.4 41.1
45.6 20.8
17.7
5.9
18.4
9.4
9.8 -18.1
18.2 -23.3
----_._-

TOTAL

N
%

Source:

(a.)

The Labour Force Australia 1978, ABS 6204.0, Tables 12-13.

(b.)

The Labour Force Australia 1980, ABS 6203.0, Table 11.

-

31.4

16.4

UNEMPLOYED PERSONS BY AGE : 1970-1980

):0
""0
""0
j/'1

:z

(a. )

AUGUST 1970

JULY 1980
Unemployment Rate

Number (000)
AGE

Cl

(b. )

Number (000)

Unemployment Rate

%

I

M

W

P

M

W

I~
~

txJ

P

M

W

P

M

W

P

r

j/'1

n

15-19

9.6

11.3

20.9

2.9

3.6

3.2

57.8

65.0

122.8

13.9

17.3

15.5

20-24

6.2

6.8

13.0

1.3

2.0

1.6

47.3

40.4

87.7

8.4

9.2

8.7

25-34

6.4

7.7

14.1

0.8

2.2

1.2

44.2

38.7

82.9

4.0

6.2

4.8

35-44

4.9

9.7

14.6

0.6

2.8

1.3

20.9

18.9

39.7

2.4

3.7

2.9

45-54

4.6

*

8.8

0.7

*

0.9

20.6

13.0

33.6

2.9

3.6

3.1

1970U5

1980

.......

0

55 + over 55-59

5.0

*

6.9

0.9

*

1.0

60-64

36.7

TOTAL

SOUT'ae:

41.5

78.2

1.0

2.3

1.4

7.6

*

10.4

2.5

*

2.6

5.8

*

6.7

3.9

*

3.5

385.4

4.9

205.3

(a.)

The LabouT' FOT'ae Aust. 1978, ABS 6204.0, TabLes 35 + 36, p. 71/72.

(b.)

The LabouT' FOT'ae Aust. JuLy 1980, ABS 6203.0, TabLe 18, p.19.

180

7.3

5.8
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